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-Raiiway policies have recently beeh imder ~erious ie"consideratiori 
in Ieve~al Ieadiilg' co\ui.tries .oi: the :·world; ~ainiy· because the. rapid 

developn:ieht :of competing modes of transport; notably road transport: 

has adversely affected the finances :of the railways of these· i:ountrle5. ·in 
the early days of their. development, because of their virtually mono-
• .. . ,• ·.'·I, -·• •' , ' , 1 :' , ,- .- b '·' -' ., , 

polistic _ position, the railways could folio~ rating polici(!S. based. Up()n 
·- · · - · - . ··· l •.. r • . . : . . _ . • . 

the 'val~e. ~f, servj.ce~J~rinciple, under which th~y, charged ,rel~ti":elylo;w 
fates for ~~W :V!tlUed COmmodities, SIICh !IS, ~?al and othe,r_ minerals, food
~ains etc.,_ ·and comparatively; valuable .. commoditj.es were .charg~ 

• .• • ' • • ~ • - • f - • • • • • 

higher _rates.. And profitability oftraffic was reckoned on the aggregate. 
~ -· - .• - . -·. ) ·'· ' -· .• '.1 .......... .• 1 .••• 

With the gradual . developme!l~ . of .. other modes _ of ,transp~I;f, 
.. :1 .l' · .. 1 ... -·. •. l.J J ~-··'-' •• ".; .• ••• , •• ·;,. 

however, the more remunerative types of traffic began to be 

P!cr\!asingly ~iverteli from rajlwa_ys., U!is .. hl\8_ giv~n.,tise, t()' the - - ·-. - - . ' 

~eed_for, rethiJJ.king 011_ ,railway. P<?li.ci.~s generaiiy,),n., th!) rWestern 

CO~trie.s; Th.e_curren.t .trend ;of_thougllt in_ some pfthese;cOI,IIltries is 

that~railw!ly~ :sP,ould_be_allowed_ to. revise their rating Strl!Gture~on th~ 
pa~is of cost,, giving .. up ,the ~f!!qitional systei;ll ·9f b!lsing .the ,c}large$ 
4 - • - • - • - • • - -

()~.the _:valueof s~J,"V\ce'. p~n~iple. Vnder the new ~ysteqJ., ~.ch_arges .OIJ. 

pifferent. types . a~d _ ~ows. ?f t,raffi~. ~O!Jld. P,~, ~as<;~ ?n.. , th~if ·~p!)CiP9 
costs': Fur_ther, the railways_ would be relieved of the finan<;ialliabili!)' 
J I , il','•. ,, I ' ' ·• ~ • - ·, • ' · -· ' . ' ~ . ' · ' " 

~. re,sp~;~t _ 9.f.Jtw.e,mu~~~~~~~ 1 ~~~~~~-· ~p~h,_ ~y _.lla':e, t~, ~~. ~d-~~; 
taken by them in the ove~all interests of the. community,, It is held l>.Y 

,!.'.-·- -· . _._ ..... ,.-. ---·--~~---·.··· 

the advocates of this policy that in the process of free and unregulated 

'competition among different· modes· of tranSport, traffic 'iS expected to 
be' automatically .distributed on 'the basis of costs. aild special suitability 

(>f. each. mode' of ttanspdrt for- cariying the' traffic; with the result that 

.different :.types of traffic would go to the cheapest 'form of transport, 

.rendering it tinnecessary to have any regulatory system of co-ordiiiation 

between :.competiiig agenCies' . 

. ·2, ·,Aitli.ough _the .Pfob~e~ -~f,r~iiW!lY.s)~~;J~di_a . ha~~~ l;l<?t · -~~t 
u·~J ' ... ~~ ( .... ~. J •·• -· ·- -•·. - . 

assume.d a comparabl~_ ~egr~e .pf ~eljou~JJ,~$,:_tl).e __ pattetn,of._freight 
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traffic carried by the railways has been undergoing marked· changes in 

recent years, and there is a growfug. preponderance of low-rated 

commodities in the total traffic carried by the railways·.. . This. develop
ment has taken place mainly under the impact of ~e su~cessive Five 
Year Plans, and the trends ar~ .likely .to get more intensi!ied in future, 

with consequent ·repercussion on railw_ay finance. _ 

In this 'context, a basic question which requires consideration is : 
should. the railway policies in fudia be revised on the lines being 
pursued in the West· today? To what extent may the railways now 
or in the immediate future, have to depart from the existing policies and 
commitments, and what would be the implications of any major shift in 
rating policies?· This problem has to be· considered against the back

ground of the evolution of railway policies in India. 

3. In the pre-Independence period, the railways in India were 
made up of a number of semi-autonomous administrations i,ncluding 

private companies, Princely States etc. besides Government Railways, 
and these functioned more or less as distinct commercial units. After 
Independence, the railways became fully integrated under centralised 
control and ·management. A 'uniform system of rates and fares was 

adopted hll (wet the country and the rating policies were geared to 
serve the interests of the economy at large. The so~ial obligations of 
the railways, unconnected with financial results of their operation, came 
to acquire a greater importance after Independence. 

4. There ar~ reasons for believing that certain notable schools of 
thought may expect Indian. Railways to change over to: a cost-based 
x:ating structure on the analogy of the West. It is, therefore, attempted 
in Part I of this Paper to explain in some detail the more important 
policies followed by the railways in India before and since Independence, 
and to indicate the need for a study of the implications of _a change
over to a cost-based rating policy and.abolition of the system of cross
subsidisation nilietelit in the current policy. . In any case, fue broad 
policies of . economic development foilowed by India do.· n~t . in their 
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entirety conform to the economic philosophy of the Western world. 
And. if· certain developments take place in the sphere of transport, the 
appropriate remedial measures may have to be consistent with India's. 
own ideology. 

5. This study, made in the Secretariat of the Committee ott 
Transport Policy and Coordination, deals mainly with pr~blems · of 
freight traffic. It goes without saying that the broad principles of cost
based charges should also be considered in the context of passenger 
traffic which on the whole is not, at present, a paying proposition. 

6. Part II of the Paper summarises the experience of and the pre· 
sent thinking in some of the foreign countries on the subject of cost
based charges in respect of railway freight traffic. 



Part I 

Indian Railway policies before and 
since Independence and some of the 

present-day problems 



POLICY RELATING TO EXTENSION AND MANAGEMENT 
OF THE RAILWAY SYSTEM 

1. The Railway er& !>egan in lnqia in thl! middle of the 19th c~ntury 
and the first railway tr&in commenced ~unniQg l>etween Bombay and. Thana 
in the year 1853. Between 1853 'and 1869 & number of railway li!le& 
were constructed by privat!: compaPies domiciled in Great )3ritaht upder 
contracts with the Government which gu!lraPteed to !hem fixec;l interest on 
the capital invested by them. As the system worked to the detriment of the 
Indi11n Exchequer on account of the high cost of construction of railway 
lines, the Government decided m 1869 to undertake construction of railway 
lines departmentally. In the next 10 years, 11ll railway lines were con", 
sln!cted in !his manner. To speed up expaJlsion. of rail communication, 
it was decided in 1880 to supplement Government construction of railway~ 
by resort once again to guaranteeing a return on capital of private companies 
domiciled in Great Britain, though the terms of guarantee given to the 
companies formed after 1880 Wl;re more favourable to the Government 
than in the case of those formed prior to 1869. 

2. For encouraging construction Of BraPch and Feeder Lines financed 
by private compa!lies, attractive 'l3ranch Line Terms' were offered to them 
jn 1893 under which Governrnent agreed to give to the compa!lies certain 
:rebate from the earnings of !Qe mahl lines in orcler to make up a return -of 
4 per cent per annum on th\l ·.capital expenditure mcurred on the Branch 
Lines. The 'Branc,:h Lme Term~' wen~ further llberaliseq ill 1914. A 
number of branch lines were constructed u.!lder this prograrnl!le. 

A si~able mileage of railways was constructe<! l:>y former Indian 
:Pripcely States, District Bol!fds were 'lflOtQer agency for financmg feeqer 
railways anq they promote<! construction of railway lines ei!her by raising 
~apit&l directly or by giving gl1ar&ntees to the companies. · 

3. By 190'1, all the major lhles which were originally built by companies 
had been purchased by the Government and the management of some of 
the purchased lines was entrusted to the Workmg Companies constituted 
under fresh contracts. By the end of the year 1920-21, the route mileage 
of the railways in }nc;li!l ros.e to ~7,049 distril>\lteq ~u;cordmg to ownership 
and management as follows : 

Government (including Provincial Qovernments and District 
Boards) 

Princely States 
Private Companies •• 

Mileage 
own~rl 

26,889 
4,394 
5,746 

37,029 

'1-lileage 
worked. 

8,929 
2,889' 

25,2U 

37,029 
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Although a majority of the lines were owned by the Government, the com
panies were the main agency for their management. In pursuance of the 
recommendation· of the Acworth Committee (1921) that the system of 
man~gement hy companies of British Domicile should not be continued 
after the termiriation of their contracts, the Government of India took over 
in 1924-25 two Railway Companies, namely, the East Indian Railway and 
the ·G.I.P. Railway under direct State management. Subsequently by 
1944, the Government had taken over all the principal company managed 
railways. ·The position regarding ownership and management of railway 
lines at the end of the year 1947-48 was as follows : 

Government (including Provincial Governments and District 
Boards) 

Princely States 

Private Companies .. 

Mileage 
owned 

. 25,345 

7,324 

1,315 

.33,984* 

Mileage 
worked 

27,172 

5,878 

934 

33,984 

In 1949-50,c with the integration of the Indian States with the Union 
.Government, the railway lines·. belonging to the former Princely States 
were. merged with the· Government railways. This resulted in almost 
the entire railway system corning under the direct control and management 
of the Government of India. The integrated railway system was reorganised 
from. 1st April, 1952, and grouped into six administrative Zones which 
were later ·.split into eight Zones . 

. While there were· about 175 railway administrative units in India in 
1920-21 and about 44· in 1947, each vested with considerable discretion 
in management, after Independence, they were amalgamated into one unified 
system. The present centralised character of the Indian Railways has been 
criticised on the ground that_ the General Managers of the Zonal Railways 
virtually function as the .representatives of the Railwav Board without 
_adequate discretion.ary authority. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY FINANCE 

4. The Acworth Committee (1921) had held the view that the railway 
management had been fettered by a policy "which has constantly restricted 
the raising of new capital for improvement and development", and that 
"railway development and, therefore, the economic development of India 

. *This exc_ludes mileage which was retained in Pakistan after Partition of the country in 
1947. 
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has been starved" for want of finance. The Committee recommended, 
inter alia, that branch lines should, as far as possible, be constructed and 
worked by the main lines to which they were tributaries and that only if 
the. State was unable or unwilling to provide funds itself, should the 
formation of separate branch line companies be encouraged. 

5; As a result of the recommendations of the Acworth Committee, 
the Legislative Assembly adopted a Railway Convention in 1924, under 
which the Railway Budget was separated from the General Budget and the 
railways were required _to make an annual, contribution to the General 
Revenues which was to be the first charge on the net receipts of the 
railways. The railways were to pay, in addition to the interest on the 
capital-at-charge of commercial lines, a share in the surplus profits. The 
interest on the capital-at-charge of and the Joss in working strategic Jines 
were to be borne by the General Revenues. Further, a Railway Deprecia
tion Fund was formed to meet the charges on account of depreciation. 

6. A Resolution was adopted by Government in February, 1925, an 
important feature of which was that the Government accepted the responsi
bility for finding the capital required for the construction or extension of 
branch lines. · But branch or feeder lines required by the local Governments 
or local Authorities which were not remunerative from the railway point 
of view, were to be constructed only if the sponsoring authorities undertook 
to pay the losses in working, and the amount payable to General Revenues. 
Thus, the · acceptance by Government of the wider responsibility for con
struction of new branch or feeder· lines was conditional. 

The arrangement provided by · the Convention of 1924 continued 
until 1943 when another convention was provided by a Resolution 
of the Legislative Assembly in that year. According to the Convention 
Resolution of 1943, it was decided that, on account of the unstable condi
tions prevailing during the war, the Separation Convention of 1924, so far 
as it provided for the contribution and allocation of surpluses to the General 
Revenues, should remain inoperative until a new Convention was adopted 
and that the allocation of surpluses between the railways and the General 
Revenues should be decided eaclt year on an ad hoc consideration of their 
respective needs; the loss, if any, on strategic lines being recovered from 
General Revenues. 

7. The very first Railway Convention Committee to meet in 1949, after 
the attainment of Independence, made recommendations reflecting a popular 
and liberal outlook in regard to the policy for construction of new lines. 
The Convention Committee criticised the then existing arrangement for 
financing construction of new lines under which all constructiOJ!S, whether 
remunerative or otherwise, were financed out of loan capital. The Com
mittee observed that under the arrangement, the railways were unable to 
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undertake unremunerative projects unless the losses were guaranteed by 
the sponsoring authorities (as indicated above) and felt that this arrange
ment acted as an impediment to the expansion of rail transport and could 
pot be allowed to continue if the railways were to fulfil their basic role 
in the economic development of the country. To quote from the Report 
of the Convention Committee, 1949 : 

"Quite apart frbttl expartsiort necessary to meet the growing needs 
of trade and industry' illld in zones hitherto either not served or 
inadequately served by rail transport, there are undeveloped areas 
rillh in resources whicli cart be explored and exploited only when 

· a rail link is established. In the majority of these cases no financial 
justificatiotf exists, or can exist, at any rate in the first phase of 
development. As a resuit, this nationalised undertaking is com-

, pelled by '·citcliinstartiies to play a passive, if not a ne!lative role in 
the· development of the country." 

.the COilvention Co~ttee accordingly recommended the setting up 
of a .Development Fund to _be fed from surplus revenues of the railways. 
Thi~ fund was to be utilised for financing expc::nditure for railway projects 
which were considered· necessary but were unremunerative, as also for 
iabour ·welfare and passenger amenities. With the acceptance of these 
rec.ommendations which.,were embodied in the Convention Resolution of 
1949, the Government agreed to set up a Fund from which could be financed 
the construction of unremunerative but otherwise justified new lines without 
the losses having to be guaranteed by the local sponsoring authorities. 
This was hailed all over the country as one of the just fruits of freedom, 
and an e'arrtest of the National Government's readiness to provide the 
tntich · needed social oVerheads . and underwrite the losses that may be 
incurred thereby: The- following extract from the Railway Budget speech 
(1950-51) of the then Railway· Minister, .Shri N.· Gopalaswamy Iyengar, 
is of interest : 

"The institution of a Railway Development Fund is due to the 1 
recognition that future .railway development could no longer be 
conditioned bv commercial considerations alone and that a system I 
of nationalised railways must perforce fill a positive and comple" 
mentary role _in the general economic development of the country. 
The ooligation ot the . State to expand rail facilities in un
developed areas unhampered too much by considerations of the 
adequacy of the return on the capital invested cannot be escaped. 
It would be imprudent to finance .such unremunerative expansion 
from ioan capital on which a minimum liability equivalent to the 
dividend payable thereqn has of necessity to be immediately 
assumed.'' 
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The Conventidfl Committee (1949) also recommended that for a period 
of five yeats, comtnencirlg ftoift 1950-5 l, the 3ilbual dividend payable by 
the railways to General :Reveimes shall be at the tate of 4 per cent on 
the capital and flo dividend- shall be payable -on the capital invested in 
unremunerative strategic lines. 

8. The Convention Committee of 1954, while suggesting no changes in 
the method of contribution by the railways to General Revenues at a 
fixed rate of dividend in terms of a percentage on the· capital-at.,charge, 
however, recommended that the dividend on the capital-at-charge of new 
lines should be computed at a lesser rate, y~z.,_ the average borrowing rate 
charged to the commercial departments, and a moratorium should be granted 
in respect of the dividend payable on the capital invested on .the new lines 
during. the period of construction and upto the end of the fifth year of 
their o_pening for traffic, the deferred amount being repaid from the sixth 
year onwards in addition to the current dividend out of the net income 
of the new lines. The Committe_e also recommended that the cost of 
construction of all neW lifles might be debited to the capital account of the 
railways from the very beginning and not to the Development Fund, since 
the Fund was intended to advance fimmces for new lines only for temporary 
periods and ultimately the whole or a substantial portion of the cost was 
in any case to be transferred to capital. All this amounted to further 
widening of Government's financial responsibility for providing social 
overheads. 

, ' 
9. the Convention CoiiiDlittee of 1960 recommended that the rate of 

dividend to be paid by the railways to the General Revenues should be 
raised from 4 to 4!* per cent during the five years 1961-66. The Com
mittee made a further important recommendati0n that the capital-at
charge of the Northeast Frontier Railway, other than the clearly strategic 
portion thereof, should be regarded as unproductive, and till such time as 
the · iine became productive or the next Convention reviewed the position, 
whichever was earlier, the rate; of dividend payable on the capital-at-charge 
should be at the average borrowing tate of Government. thus, for the 
first time, it was agreed that the railways could pay dividend at less than 
normal rate on certain lines, ·other than pureiy strategic lilies. It was also 
recommended that the deferred diyidend on new lines should be paid from 
the sixth year onwards only if the net income of the new lines left a surplus 
after payment of the current dividend. General Revenues thus agreed to 
assume new obligations, so that, in the task of extending railways to open up 
underdeveloped and backward areas, the railways were freed of the financial 
wort}' of the initial difficult yeats ifl respect of a new line and could take 
a long-term view of the likely remunerativeness of the proposed new line. 

· • 'the rate of dividend has b'eel! further increased to 4 1/2 per cent from the year 1963-64 
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. In regard to the· Development Fund, the Committee was not in favour 
·of curtailme~t or limiting of expenditure on works met out of the Develop
ment Fumi' and, expressed the view that they "see no alternjltive but to 
continue this facility to the Railways during the next five years also unless 
the net surplus is able to meet i!]. full the requirements of the Development 
Fund." 

1_0. Thus, the policy towards construction of new lines and extension 
of the railway system underwent a noticeable change after Independence 
when' the railways were integrated as one national undertaking and came 
to accept the responsibility for financing new projects which might be 
unremunerative at least in the early stages but were justified in the overall 
interests of development of the country. The railways' financial obligations 
towards General Revenues were also lightened to some extent, the under
lying idea being avoidance of a too rigid concern with financial viability 
in the short term and greater emphasis on the development of the country 
as an important objective. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN RAILWAY RATING PoLICIES 

11. In the very early period of railway development in India, when 
the railways were owned by private companies, there was no Government 
regulation of . railway _ freight rates and fares except that the rates and 
fares were initially fixed with the approval of the Government who could 
order them to be reduced only in the event of the net profits of the railways 
exceeding 10 per cent of the capital outlay. According to the Railway 
Freight Structure Enquiry Colllii!ittee (1957), in the early period, "Each 
railway followed its own independent policy in rating, the· key-note thereof 

· being high profits with the minimum volume of traffic." In 1868, maxima rates 
were fixed' and the companies were left free to fix their rates within these 
·maxima. · No minima rates were; however, fixed; but five classes were 
-prescribed' with one separate- class each for foodgrains and coal. Nothing 
was;'howe'ver, said as to which ·articles were to be placed m: each class. 

:· in t880,' the compleJion ~f the Rajputana-Malwa Railway on· the 
. ' .. ·- . l . . . -

,metre gauge reduced the distance between Delhi and Bombay and for the 
first 'tim_e inter-railway competition emerged, particularly in the movement 
:0£ gr'ajns .fro'm Delhi to Bombay ·as against movement to Calcutta, which 
led to rate cutting on the railways. · In March· 1883, the Government 
issued' a circular enunciating the general principles on which railway rates 
and_ fares were to be fixed. ·According to the circular, rates could vary 
betWeen what the traffic would bear and the cost of carriage. These were 
the accepted pdnciples of railway rate making followed in the rest of the 
-world at tliat tiine. In India al_so; the classi.fication of goods adopted by 
railway administrations foi: the purpose of fixation of rates was broadly in 
keeping with these principles. The low-rated bulk commodities like 
minerals, manures, salt etc. were included in the class. bearing relatively 
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low rates, whereas more. valuable commoditi~s were placed in the higl)-rated 
classes.- However, according to· the Railway Freight Structure . Enquiry 
Committee (1957), no accurate estimate had been made of.the cost of' 
service am! i~ was. merely a rough and ready ~ethod that was :used as a 
criterion to determine minimum rates. · 

·12. 1n a Resolution issued in 1887, the Government fixed certain 
minima as well as maxima rates and fares to prevent cut-throat competition 
among· the vanous railways ... However, no ·uniformity in the rates charged 
by the different railways was achieved and competition ·among them con
tinued. · The inter-railway competition • affecting commercial interests in 
some· regions in the country adversely, vis-a-vis others, was referred to by 
Mr. Purshotamdas Thakurdas, who -was a member of the Acworth Com
mittee, in the course of the deliberations of the Coinmittee . 

. "ln connection with · the ~uestion of competition between railways, 
Mr. Purshotamadas ThiUrurdas quoted ftom the report of the' Bombay 
Chamber of Commerce for 1897: · ' · ' 

"It is .shown in. oirr -rec()rds .. that even from stations about equi
distant from Calcutta, Bombay railway freights ~e . so adverse to us 

. that, .. notwithstl!nding all the. a_dvaptages of the finest and cheapest 
.harbour in lndia, and econqprically 1.\Dd vecy.efliciently worked dock~, 
we. have to Joo~ on 11t. trade going, what is to, us, the wrong way 
(to Calcutt!!).' 

"He explained that the East lildian Railway got the original trallic and 
carried it all over its ·liile to Calcutta, and that this competition continues 
even to. this day.'' 

13.· In the early years of this century, with further development·of inter
railway competition, disputes commonly occurred ·between the railway~. 
lilter-railway competition Jed to manipulation of rates ·and classifications 
and this brought about many complications and uncertainties in the -matter 
of finding out the chargeable rates. 1il 1905,. the work of simplifying the 
goods tariff of the Indian Railways was taken· up by the Tariff Simplification 
Committee set up by the Indian Railway Conference Association. A 
uniform general classification of goods over all railways, subject to certain 
exceptions, was evolved py the Committee and notified by the Indian Railway 
Conference Association in the Tariff of July 1908 .. The sanction of the 
Rili!way Board :was made necessary to any changes in the classification of 
,goods ·or to the .classification· of additional commodities . 

. 14. However, the basic character of the railway·rating system, namely, 
:determination of rates by the companies on an individual basis and inde
-pendently of each other, contin_ued unaltered. The telescopic schedule 
rates, even where they existed,. were applicable only on distances within 
the bounds of a railway, with the result that. there was discontinuity of 
mil~age when calculating telescopic rates . on the trallic .passing from ·one 

LSPC/63-3 
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railway to another. However, coaL was .an. exceptioiJ, jnsof!lr. as __ it, was 
's!.!bi_ect ~ to . telescopic ~cale of rates on .through distances over. the entire 
railway system. 

_· · 1s: A feature· of the railway rating_ system in this early period was 
that it specially assisted import and export traffic as against internal move" 
men~ insofar as rates from and to port towns were lower than between 
inland stations. J"his had the effect of concentrating industries near ports 
to the l).eglect of the ·inland ·areas. The Industrial Commission (1916-1918) 
recommended in its report that internal traffic "should be rated as neariy 
as possible on an equality with traffic of the same class arid over similar 
distances to and from the ports," particularly so "in the case of raw materials 
to and from an Indian manufacturing centre."* The Report also men
tioned that "the power of control possessed by the Railway Department 
over the railways· is limited by· contracts in the case of company lines; and 
so long as these subsist; the ouly action which the department can take is 
by ·way· of argument Qr influence." 

16. During the inter-War period, particularly after 1923, inter-railway 
c9mpetition was further intensified and the railways were anxious to help in 
the promotion· of industry in their own -territory in preference to territories 
served by other railways. Special rates were freely quoted to capture traffic 
for a particular line. The Report of the Indian Tariff Board (1929) on 
Heav'y 'Chefnical· Industry under the -Chairmanship of Dr. John Mathai, 
referred· to the wide discretion enjoyed by the Railway Administration in 
manipulating railway .rates .and urged the need for introducing telescopic 
rates· on: a ·continuous mileage system on th~ railways. · · · _ _ 

17. Then.l were some further attempts at revision of the_railway freighJ 
structure in 1936.. A revised classification was introduced from May, 1936 
as .. a .result of the effort· of the lndiari Railway Conference Association. 
The report--~f the .Rahway Freight Struc~re Enquiry Committee (1957) 
referred as fol,lows to the limited achievement of this measure ; 

. ·.:~The re~ised .~l~~~iflcatioq ~eDiov~. soine of.the anomalies and by 
-, tile interpolation orsixmor~ classes, permitted a wider "range for re

'grouping ... · .... ; Nothing,• however;· was done to rationalise 'the 
. freigh~ structure. as.such and the_majpr defects inherent in "llie fudi~ 
. vidualistic systenu;~f ·working .of railways w7re iefi untouched. . For 

instance, there were.excep_tional class ra~es,J.e.;, classifications, higher 
, or lower than the sta1;1dard cJass, _~Yhich were 'prescrilied for part~

cular commodities. in l<?cal booking and in through· booking up to 
th~ junction with.the Foreigu Railway. There were also 'adjusted class 
~<~tes'.lower_than th!:: cl~ss rates, quotep between particular points 

. and applying to all . conmiodities falling in the particular class 
; .indiscrimin~tely:' · · · ' · · · · · 

· ·. *It would· be ·interesting to mention that during the last three or four years the Indian 
Railways have been allowing concessions in freight rates on goods which are intended 
for export and are moved to the ports. · 



18. In 1945, on the· recommendation· of the Sub-Committee of the 
Indian Railway Conference . Association,, a Special Officer,, :Mi. K. L. 
Crawford, was appointed·· to prepare a scheme. to revise the railway· tate 
strilcfure on the basis of telescopic class rates on continuous mileage system. 
The following observation made by Mr. Crawford in a monograph prepared 
by him and issued by the Railway Board iil 1947, sums up the basic change 
contemplated at this time in the approach to railway rating. 

" . ." .... Up to quite recently many of . them (railwav administra
tions) were under company ~anagement and all of th~m. ~perated 
as distinct commercial entities.' Consequently the. rating. policy of 
each railway was greatly influenced by its own individual interests, 
and the development of trade and industry on a countrywide basis 

·under a coordinated railway rating policy· formulated and directed 
from the Centre was, by and large, never attempted." ......... . 
"However, leaving the past behind us let us look to the future.; to 'a 

· period in which railway operation is to be guided more general!~ 
the-Central Government ~nd railway_p.Q]j_cy a opte IIior osely to 
the changed conditions· of agriculture, trade and industry, with the 
tmphasis on the national importance of their fiill'and _E!:_~r 

. developmtml " · · · 
. '•. 

Mr. Crawford presented a series of reports on railway rating between 
1945. and 1948. · 'The main ·prinCiple ·behind. the reforms ;ecommended by 
Mr. Crawford was that the 'telescopic rates should be applied on the railways 

·on a continuous mileage 'basis, irrespective of the· boundarie~ ~f individual 
railway units. · · · · · · 

· 19. A reference. t0 the. impending changes. hi .the railway. rates structure 
was-made as follows by,.Mr., Asaf·Aii,:Railway, Member in.the Interim 
National Government; in h\s Railway lludget Sp.eech for 1946-47.. . . 
• . • ~ • : •. ' -: .• - ' ''' , . j : •• .:_ ... • • ·- . . " • ' • 

"T.he. acquisition by _the Government of. all th~ major Indian railways 
clearly renders desirable . and possible. a thorough. revision . .of . the 
railway rates .&tructure •. ' ..• , . ' In . ):be _past: th~.t rating. Stlllcture was 
affecte'd by the fact thljt. ,each railway,. company: owned and managed 

. or. otherwise, .functioned, as a commercial·'COncern limited. oply. by 
. the .statutory Ipaxim~ . ;u;d minima, ljlld ):here has grown up a rating 
. system of. extr~me ,qomplexity ... It _will probably :bring home ·to the 
House the .. el{tent ;of this ·eomplel(ity if· I mention. that :the. unravelling 
.of the syst~m involves. the detailed .study and.correlatiop of. between 
··10 and 20. thousand rates ....... !t.is.hoped;-therefore, before long 

to produce a revised system.of,rating wlllch·wiU eliminate the short
comings of previous practice . in: 1 unJ!~althy . competition. between 
railways which produced uneconomic ani! complicated rating and 
routing .•... , and ·to eliminate anomalies and. simplify procedure 
to the greatest ·possible extent ...... " 
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· .Posr-INDEPENDANCE RATING PoLitY 

20. A basic. charig~ was introduced in the railway rating policy after 
[ndependence iri 1948, which . followed essentially from the fact that the 
railway system in . the copntry had been integrated as one system under 
lne ·coritri:J[ · To quote from the Report of the Railway Freight Structure 
Enquiry Committee ( 1957) : 

"The attainment of national Independence radically altered the 
approach to the problem of railway freight structu!e. The indivi
dualistic. line so far followed by railways as a result of their separate 
finam:ial entities had to be replaced by a national policy, calling for 
uniformity of practice to the largest extent feasible. The urgent 
need felt" at that time was to evolve a standard rates structure without 

. much delay." 

The ·railway freight structure was revised from 1st October, 1948, and the 
freight rates were fixed on a cm:itinuous mileage basis over the entire railway 
_system and on telescopic principle;, i.e., rates tapering with increase in the 
.distance of haulage. The large number of station-to-station rates were 
withdrawn; and railways could no longer quote reduced station-to-station 
rates as freely' as in the past and were required to obtain the assent of the 
Railway Board to any such reduction. · . ~ ;- :·: : . . . . ' ' . ' . . . . : - ., . . . . . . . -

. :· 2L The old railw<~ys used to follow the practice of inflating the mileage 
foi: · ~e purpose . of. fixing . charlles over certain high gradient sections, in 
order· to reduce losses .resulting from increased. cost of operation .over these 
. sections~- When . the railway freight structure was revised in 1948, the 
practice· of charging inflated mileages was given up in certain cases with a 

·view to ·extending the benefits of uniform and standard rates and fares, 
·though in soine other casesinfiated mileage is still applicable . 

. ' • . -, t . ' . . . 

22. With .the changes introduced in the railway rate structure in 1948, 
the process of integration of the railway system was complete. "After 
·practically .a ·centUry of experiments and differing practices, the freight 
strUcture of Indian Railways was assimilated and a great step forward was 
taken· in evolving a rationalised freight structure to serve the interests of the 
cl)mmunity as ·a whole."* There were some further changes made in the 
railway rate structure ·In· 1958 ·consequent on the report of the Railway 
Freight StructUre Enquiry Committee (1957). One of the recommendations 
of the ·committee was' that the Zonal. Railway adniinistrations should have 
'the· power: to· quote 'statioi:Ho-station rates and grant concession up to a 
· percentage' below the · standard· rate.· · This ·recommendation was . not, 
·however;'fully· accepted11md"the Zonal Railways were not given the disere
tion· to quote reduced· -niles on their own authority. The Zonal Railways 
were:· ailowed ·td quote ·special rates up to about 40 per cent below the 
stanilarihate but only with the prior approval of the Railway Board. They 

. _. .,. . - . . ' -·- . . I 

• Railway Freight Structure Enquiry Committee Report, 1951. 
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could not, of course, quote rates higher than the standard rates. Had· this 
recommendation. of the Railway Freight Structure Enquiry Committee. been 
fully accepted, it would perhaps have introduced an element' 'of elasticity in 
the present rating structure and given · the Zonal Railway administrations 
some authority to adjust the rates ·in different. areas. according to the 
requirements of the changing situation: · .. · 

23. In line. with _the new outlook of. unity and equality; a significant 
change was sought to be introduced in the railway accounting procedure 
in 1952 which, apart from its other implications, was an illustration of the 
fact that the Government considered the railways as one undertaking and 
did not attach much importance to the identity of the railway zones as 
commercial . and financial units. It was decided in 1952 that as Zonal 
Railways were not independent financial entities and had been integrated 
to form a unitary Indian Railway system, it. was. not necessary to continue 
apportioning the earnings and costs between various Zonal Railways, and 
the system of accounting. which was in vogue earlier was done away with. 
The earnings for each railway were not booked in the accounts of the 
Railways on the basis of work done and ,transportation service rendered, 
or in other words, in the case of traffic carried over more than one zone, 
tht: entire credit for the revenue was given to the originating zone. The 
change in railway accounting procedure was, however, abandoned in 1953 
on the recommendation of ·a D~partmental· Committee, The · st~p taken 
in 1952 is,. however, an evidence nf the fact that the entite railway system 
in the country had come to be recognized as one uD.it. It will be interesting· 
to mention that Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, the' then Miiiister of Railways. 
and Transport, observed during the debate · oil Railway Il1Jdget m ·the 
Lok Sabha on the 5th March, 1954 that " .... '.· ... it was:not the intention 
that each Zone should necessarily pay its own way' financially;· :·coilsecfuent 
on regrouping, all the Zones were treated -as one single system:" · 

. 24. It may be mentioned that the basic principle of railway .rating· in: 
India :has all along been one of charging.on the. ~value. of service'· basis:. 
Alt:hough, 'as mentioned earlier, in .a circular_issued.by the_ Gavernment.in. 
1B83, it was laid down that 'value of ,seryice' was to ,provide the. ceiling 
arid the· 'cost of service' the 6oor in deteqnining railway rates, the cost ;of 
s~rv\ce principle- was never strictly· enforced. . 'Cost 9f service' principle, 
however, did figure to some extent in the fixation of minimum rates; .though 
it is possible that in fixing these rates only some sort. of an average cost might 
have been made use of. Even as late as 1945, K. :L. Crawford in his. 
report on rating stated that it was not necessary. that !he telescopic rates. 
should be able to cover all the costs on parti~;ular movements of traffic and 
tha~ 'the prin~iple. that tlie railways are not to .be involved in any loss of 
revenue' 'should be applicable only to final net results and not. applied to 
each and everv movement of traffic. The Railway Freight Structure 
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!='nquiry Committee . .( 1957) referred- to the principles that should govern 
rating in India in the following _words:: 

"In the· present transport ·situation· in this country, the value _of 
service principle plays a more important part than the cost of service 
in all forms of transportation. The direct cost of. service is an 
indication that generally . freight' rate should not be below this cost. 
It, therefore, regulates the minimum and does not indicate the actual 
freight which should in addition inc1ude a portion of the fixed charges 
worked out on. ordinary commercial principles. In our opinion, 
the time has come when Indian Railways must make a sustained 
effort to ascertain, as far as possible, the direct cost of service and 
take note of this in determining the appropriate rates for individual 
commodities. They should not generally be carried at below the 
direct cost of service." 

· ·I( thus appears that, though in a general way, cost was expected to be 
taken into account as furnishing the floor to the rates, it did not at any time 
constitute an important element in the determination of railway rates. _., 

WAGE- PoLICY 

_ 25._ When the railways were Jllanaged by different independent agencies, 
viz., private companies, Princely States, and the Government, there was no 
uniformity in the _scales of wages on difierent railway undertakings and 
persons ·occupying similar positions on <lifferent railways were recipients of 
n!mm:iera~on on totally difierent scales. As in the case of railway freight 
rates, .after Independence, complete uniformity was introduced in the- scales 
of pay of railwaymen all over the country irrespective of the financia.l status 
of the Zonal Railways on whi~h they were employed. This development, 
th~ugh in keeping with _the policy of securing maximum equality and stan
dardization, led to an overall increase in the wage bill and affected the costs 
of operation of the railways. 

26. It -would be evident from the above review _that changes of far
reaching character were brought about in the railway policies in India 
af!er Independence with the integration of the entire railway system as one 
national unit. After almost hundred years of divergent policies, Govern
ment accepted certain objective& for the railways which included, ·among 
others, a uniform rate structure over the entire length and breadth of the 
country based on the telescopic ·principle and 'uniform scales of pay for all 
railwaymen. Further, the railways accepted financial and commercial policies 
which would _subserve the requirements of the economy of the country as a 
whole, rather than be determined strictly by· the requirements of railways' 
owri. commercial interests .. Later,- with' the introduction of the Five ·year 
Plans, railways being the principal means· of transport in the country, came 
to be· ·relied upon for furthering economic and social policies laid down in 
the Plans. ' · · · · ·' ·. 
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UNREMUNERATIVE .SERVICES OPERATED BY THE RAiLWAYS . . 
27. Like most railways the world over, . an essential feature of the Indian 

Government Railways has been· cross-subsidisation of services, i.e., operating 
at a loss certain services·. and counter-balancing these losses with profits on 
other remunerative services. ~~ will be of jnterest to. mention the more 
·important of these unremun'erative services, since any departure from the 
existing commercial practices of the railways may have important repercus
sions on the · future of these services : 

(a) The metre _gauge railway system as a whole forms 42.7 per cent 
of the total railway route mileage· in the country. Apart from 
some branch lines, it is generally a continuous system extend
ing from one end of the country to the other. The metre gauge 

· system is, ·on the whole, financially unremunerative and is 
being. virtually subsidised by the rest' of the railway system. Un-' 
doubtedly some of the metre gauge sections are viable and to that 
extent the remaining system is even less viable. 

(b) About 2,750 miles. of Government owned narrow .•gauge lines 
which are operated as integral part of the raliway system are 
also operated at a loss. · The following figures indicate the 
operating ratio (ratio ·of expenditure to earnings) on the narrow 
gauge lines of this category separately iii respect of goods and 
passenger traffic during recent years : . 

Year Coaching Goods 
1958-59 .-•. 174·3 213 ·2 
1959-60 •;, 165·6 206 ·I 
1960-61 171·7 181 ·9 
1961-62 .. 180·2 175·3 

',The high operating ratios on .uuth coaching anu goods traffic show that 
expenditure has been far in excess 'of the earnings; 

(.::} A nun:i.b~r of narrow gauge Light Railways owned and managed 
by private companies and certain other lines which are owned 
by :Pistrict Boards or eompanies, · but worked by the Govern
ment, are operated on a subsidised basis. 

(d) There are a nun:i.'ber of railway sections· and branch lines even 
on the broad gauge system which run at a loss .and are inter
nally subsidised by the railways. as a whole; 

(e) The tail way rates are speCially low over long distances and in the 
case of certain essential and low valued commodities like coal, 
the rates, notwithstanding certain recent increases, do not even 

·recover costs of haulage beyond· certain distances, especially 
since. coal freight is subject to a ceiling charge whatever. the 
distance· over which the coal is hauled. 

(f) 
. ' . '. 

The railway passenger servi~es as a, whole, and particularly the 
suburban services, are unremunerative;· It may be. mentioned 

' ' . 
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that in working out the 'cost of the Electrical Multiple Unit 
Services. (E.M.U.), the interest on the capital-at-charge is not 
taken into account. On the basis of a special study undertaken 
by the railways some time' back at Bombay on the Central 
and Western Railways, it was found that the E.M.U. services 
involved a Joss of Rs. 30 lakhs per year, without taking into 
account the interest charges. Assuming the same proportion of 
interest charges as for the railways as a whole, the loss was 
estimated at about Rs. 1 crore. 

Thus, in fact, whatever net earnings accrue to the railways come only 
from freight traffic and that also mainly on the Broad Gauge svstem . 

. . 
The railways are also expected to meet the defence requirements in 

times of emergency, in addition to the normal civil requirements. In this 
connection, the following observation is of interest : 

"The achievement in the transport of goods during the year is addi
tional to the emergency movements of defence material and personnel, 
which the railways effected, at a very short notice with practically 
no interruption to, or cprtailment of the normal passenger service 
or the flow of civil supplies. During the peak months of the emer
gency, .the Northeast Frontier Railway, transported 65 per cent more· 
traffic than in normal times ...... "* 

28. The following extract from a Memorandum supplied by the Railway 
Board to the Committee on Transport Policy and Coordination sums up the 
effect upon railway policies of the consolidation of separate railway under
takings which existed in the period prior to Independence, into a centralised 
railway administration. 

,· 
"When the major Railway systems of the country were managed and 
worked by private companies or Indian State Governments, it waS 
generally the endeavour of these units of Railway Administration to 
meet fully their liability and to be self supporting, although under the 
terms of their agreements with the Secretary of State, the companies 
were guaranteed a specified minimum return on the capital invested. 
This was consistent with the flexibility thim allowed in working of 
these units. For instance, the companies could adopt their own· 
wages and salaries and could quote suitable rates within the autho
rised maxima and minima. The Indian States had also similar 
freedom. 

. . 
"With the taking over of these Railway units for direct management 

. by . t~e Government in order to serve the community better, stan
. dardisation of wages and salaries and of rates charged has followed, 
and it has removed very considerably the flexibility in the working 

·:.. of the individual units which previ<iusli existed." 
•"Capital", Calcutta, dated the 25th July, 1963, page 129; 
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CHANGES IN THE PATTERN OF ':fRAFFI~,IN RECENT YEARS AND ITS BEARING 

ON RAILWAY FINANCE. 

29: Certain recent developments which are referred to hereafter have 
thrown up the problem as to how 'far .kmay be ril:~ari. to reconsider 
some of the basic railway policies with ·a. view to ratitnalising them to the 
Iila'xii:iium extent J)OSSible. · 

30. The pattern of traffic carried by the railways has undeygone signifi-. 
cant changes in recent years. The proportion of low-rated . commodities in 
the total trallic carried on the railways has been increasing and is likely to 
increase further in future. years. These changes in the pattern of trallic haver 
it appears, resulted mainly from the impact of the Five Year Plans whicb 
lay stress on development of basic and heavy industries; and the railways are 
specially expected to provide adequately for traffic in raw materials etc. con
nected with these industries. Specific quantities of such trallics are assigned' 
to the railways in terms of the trallic targets which are laid down in the 
Plans. The growing proportion of Jow-rated trallic may. aJso ~ due to the 
diversion, to some extent, of high-rated . trallic to road transport. . In the. 
opinion of the railways, such diversion has, in fact, taken plape and is 
assisted by the present rate structur~;but it may, in part, be on account of 
the inability of the railways to meet the service needs of trallic whicl;t though
more remunerative can be accorded by them only le_sser priority. 

31. The Preliminary Report of the Committee ori Transport Policy & 
Coordination analysed the broad trends. in regard to the movement of low
rated and high-rated commodities on the Indian Railways during the years 
1955-56 to 1958-59 on the basis of the data published in the .Annual Reports. 
of the railways. According to the Preliminary Report, '~the. pattern , Qf 
traffic on the Indian Railways has been undergoing significant changeS oyer 
the last few years and that the share of compl!l'atively.Iow-ratedcommodities: 
in the total freight trallic carried by the railways has had a tendency to_ increase 
and.is likely to increase further iii the coming years" (Chapter VIII para 15). 
The; figures of originating tonnage in reSpect of low-rated and high-rated' 
commodities and their relative proportions in the total revenue eafni.ng traffic 
for more. recent years i.e., covering -the periods upto 1961-62 are· given in 
the statement at . Appe!ldix . 1. The statement - at Appendix Z 
shows the changes. ~ the . pattern of low-rated ·and high-rated trallic on 

. individual Zonal Railways. It will be seen that the percentage of traffic in 
low-rated commodities to the total _revenue eilrning trallic ha.S steadily gone
up on· the railways from 63.2 per cent in 1956-57 to 72.8 tier: cent in 
1961.-62. · It is also _significant that on several Zonal Railways while the total 
trallic increased in recent years, the quaniwri . of high~rated traffic registered' 
substantial decline not merely relatively to the total but also in ·absolute 
terms. . The statement !It· Appendix 3 show~ · the trends . in the a~erage lead 
of trallic for various commodities (for which data are available) during the
six years ending 1961-62. Over the six year' period, 'the lead of freight 
L/SPC/63-4 
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traffic on ,the whole has increased by 9.9 per cent, but that of coal and 
foodgrl!ins which are low-rated commodities has go~e up by 10.8 and 31.? 
per cent respectively. It is thus apparent that both m terms of tonnage on
ginl!ting as well as lead of traffic, _the proportion of low-rated traffic carried 
by ihe railways is on the increase. -
· · :fu this context, it will be relevant to quote the following from the 

Railway-Budget speech (1961-62) of Shri Jagjivan Ram, the then Minister 
of Railways : 

"There is a tendency towards a progressive growth in the volume of 
traffic in low-rated goods, mostly industrial raw materials. Making 
evexy allowance for the consideration that some commodities are best 
carried by rail, while for others road transport may be suitable, the 
increasing prepon!'feranee- of low-rated commodities assigned to the 
Railways calls for detailed examination, with a view to see what 
adjustments are required."* 

32. The successive Reviews of Performance of the Indian Railways pub
lished annually by the Railway Board along with the Railway Budget papers 
bear evidence to the persisting changes in the pattern of traffic on the .rail
ways~ To quote from the latest Review ( 1963) : 

"The percentage of tonnage originating of coal for users other than 
the Railways, ores, marble and stone, including limestone and dolo
mite, to the total tonnage of revenue earning commodities, which 
remained at about 37 per tent during the First Plan, rose to 45.4 
per cent at the end of the Second Plan and further increased to 47.9 
per cent in the first year of the Third Plan." · 

The Review mentions the likelihood of traffic in coal, raw materials for 
'Steel plants and export ores accounting for over 50 per cent of the revenue 
earning traffic. by the end of the Third Plan. 

33. The following observation made by the Chairman, Railway Board, 
in an article which appeared in the Indian Railways Annual Number 1963, 
is aiso -of interest in this context : 

"A feature of the mqunting- rail traffic is the increasing preponder
ance of low-rated cOmmodities .... With the heavy increases in the 
movement -of coal, caw materials for steel plants ani export ores, this · 
percentage is bound to_ increase further in the years to come. This 
will necessarily mean-and this is of significant portent-that the . 
rate of increase in ~ will by no means be commensurate with ' 
ihe increase in me volume :of .traffic. Coal which is -carried at a 
specially l~ level rate will alone account for 37 per cent of the total 
originating tonnage in .1965-66.'~ 

*;A<;e<>rding to a Press report, Shri S. ·v. Ra.;,aswami, Deputy Minister, Railways 
mud m the rourse of a very recent speech !)lat "the godown to god own delivery effected 
!bY die road" lr""!'Port-system had enab.led 1t to attract a large portion of the cargo which · 
was formerly bemg transported by ra1L" . 
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34. According to certain calculations made by the Perspective Planning 
Division of the Planning Commission in a paper entitled "Transport· Plan~ 
ning : Advance action for the Fourth Plan (August 1962)'•, ·it bas beeri- · 
estinl'ated that of the total long distance traffic originating in the country, · 
92 per cent is handled by the railways (1960-61), the temainirig 8 per 
oeent going to the other means . of transport. As against this, the railways' 
share of total traffic in 1975-76 will be about 70 per cent. If has been 
further estimated that "traffic in finished products and miscellaneous commo
dities will be shatecf. ooth by R:ailways• and· Jiib(ot transport, thtl latter 
receiving a progressively increasing proportioii' of suc:lr traffic in s)lccessive 
Plan periods." 

35 .. It may be argued that low-rated traffic may not be necessarily 
unremunerative. Thus, for instance, the haulage of low-rated raw materials to 
:steel plants over short to medium distanc~s is not necessarily unremunera
tive; as will be seen from the financial results of the Eastern and the South 
Eastern R:ailways which rely on these coiillriodities and public emil (also 
low-rated)' for a good ptoportitlil of their revenue, but are in a position to 
make intensive use of available facilities. These two railways are more pro
fitable than most of tile other Zonal Railways. Even the low-rated traffic 
which generally comprises bulky and heavy materials like coal, ores etc. may 
be more paying to the railways if, for instance; its movement is organised in 
full train loads moving at fast speed. Thus, to ensure the remunerativeness of 
low-rated traffic, the railways may have fo adapt themselves to the speeial 
requirements of this traffic, as far as possible. 

36: A feature of the railway freight traffic in India is that the densit'i 
-of traffic varies widely over different patti;· of the railway system. Accord
ing to an analysis* made lly the Economic Advisor to the Railway Board, 
as much· as 58 per cent of the freight traffic is carried over only 15 per cent 
of the total railway system; while the remainirig route length· of some 85 per 
-cent carries less than half the total traffic; The high density of traffic is 
mainly on trunk routes, sucli as between Howrah and Kanpur, N agpur and 
Bombay, Bombay and Allahabad, Vizianagrai11 and Madras. On a large 
part of the railway sysiem; the density of traffic is low. 

37. The transport situation in· the country· has, for some time, been 
-characterised by· undoubted· sl}prtage and the impact" of competition might 
not have been felt fully by the railways oil this account. · It is possible that 
in the years to come, with· the expansion· particUlarly of road· transport 
facilities; the: railways will face greater' competition.' The impact of sucli 
-competition may possibly be felt earlier in the areas where the density of 
·railway traffic is low. ·The railways will then- have to consider measures to 
.adjust themselves to the changing situation. PeQding investigations of a 
.detailed character, which- would· take ample time,- it is difficult to· make any 
.reliable estimates of· the -likely total· growth of traffic during· future Plan 

*Indian Railways Annual Number, 1963. 
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periods, its regioD:al pattern an~ distribution i~to rele~ant categories, a,s also 
~he possible allocatibn of such·· categories of traffic between railways and 
o(hei:-'inodes· 6£ triuisport. ·It inay be presumed, however, that change~. in 
the -patieni of railway traffic are likely to be further accentuated in future 
to .. the .detriment of railway finances. 

'i'Hi! 1MP[ICATIONS oF ADOPTING CosT-BASED RATING .PoLicY .· 

.. 38.'' A), me~tioned earlier, in. ~ertain foreign countries." it is being re
cognised that, ill o~der to m~t 'ilie problem of growing competition from other 
means of transport, the.railways should adopt cost-based rates for. particular 
movemen~ of traffic. It is argued that in the face of competition, the rail• 
ways c;m hope to maintain ·profitability of their operation only to the extent 
that they know their costs · in detail and r,rice their individual services 
a<;eordingly. · 

' . 39. A ·further' argument niay be. advanced that in a planned economy 
like India, it 'is necessary to ensure that the national resources are uillisea 
most economically and that a ci>st~based railway ·rating system would help 
to further this objective. Under a system. of ·cost-based rating, there would 
be no room for cross-subsidisation of services. If certain unremunerative 
seivlces 'are required to be maintained for reasons of Government :Policy, i~ 
wbuld be' 1cn6wn how much it. costs to operate these services. . 

.. ; . ·.... · .. - ' . 

. J; )~ II!ay also be _argued that if the railways are relieved of the present sys
tert;L o( pervasive and uncalculated subsidy, they are likely to be in a better 
financiaJ. )u~alth anl! may even yield a larger share of profit for the <Jenera! 
RevJ:nues ... This .would, moreover, enable the General Exchequer to finance 
payment of direct sul;>sidies in specific .cases where subsidisation may be _con
sid!Ored to .. be justified.,un.der future Government policy. 
·, .40.• However,. in the.·first place, the complexities involved in formu
lating cost•based rates have to be recognized. As will be evident from l>art II; 
no country has yet been able to evolve a clear or definite picture of. cost
based rates. The experience of France, which is practically the only country 
which has· made elaborate cdst studies· so far, sho\Vs how difiicnlt is the 
problem of working out specific· costs in confonnity with essential stan
dardS. According to their experience; numerous factors are responsible for 
variations in cost on the same route even for an equally chargeable· distance 
;md the sam~ load .. Then again hardly any ci>untry has yet been able to 
reli~ye the railways of their social seryice obligtions. As stated in Part II, 
!4e . experience of tJ:te European Economic Community has been .that the 
~ailway's ~'.are. so .loaded with obligations that it is hard to see their complete 
elimination."· · · · 

·-: ,.;11, It has thus to bil reco~ed that even afte; detail~d. rail cost studies 
are: taken· up in India on a :sustained basis,· it will take several years to get 
any substantial results from these studies. The value of making these studies 
was. underlined by the Railway Freight Structure Enquiry Committe in their 
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Report (1957). However, even a decision as to wheth~r and how: f~ 
Indian Railways· should adopt costing as _a basis of charging can possibly be 
taken only after spme .substa.I)tial progress has been made with these studies. 

42. As a corollary to the policy of cost-based rating, the railways will 
be absolved of all those. commitments .refeir¢d. to- earlier, which have 
devolved on them particularly since Independence and which th~y are expect
ed to fulfil as a national undertaking. The railways will be· free to fix fares 
and freights on different types of traffic, and in different regions on the 
basis of their respective costs, and under such a scheme of things, each 
flow of traffic will be expected to be self-supporting. There will thus be 
variations in the rates of charges on the saine type of traffic carried over 
comparable distance but in different regions .. The railways will also be-free 
to give up traffics and services according to their degree of remunerativeness. 
They will be absolved of the 'Common Carrier' obligation, peculiar to the 
raliways, under which normally they cannot refuse any traffic offered. They 
will also have to be freed from the obligation to fix a higher priority to 
specified traffics, irrespective of their profitability: . 

· 43. The effects of the. adoption of a cost-based rating policy will require 
to be studied particularly with .reference to two· distinct· phases of India's 
economic development. Prior to the Five Year Plans, industries came to be 
located in the different regions of the country depending upon the then avail
able transport facilities and the railway rating structure then· in· operation·. 
Since the initiation of planning, the industrial development has taken shape 
with reference to the policies relating to location of industries, regional deve~ 
lopment, etc. as laid down in the Plans; It would, therefore, be necessary 
to undertake studies separately to examine how the adoption of ci>st-based 
rating will affect first, the economics of the industries which established 
themselves before the Plans and_ secondly, _those which came into being. as 
a result of the Plan policies. 

44. Further, it would be necessary- to examine the various implications 
of the General Exchequer acceppng the responsibility of paying direct sub~ 
sidies, if the raily;ays are required to perform certain unremunerative services 
in the interest of the comniunity at large. 

: .. 'i • ' • ' 

. ;45. Any fundamental change iii the ra~rig policy, ·could be conte,m
plated only after ,completing the examination of all the relevant aspects of 
the' matter. Meanwhile, it would perhaps have to be a process of continuous 
adjustment within the framework of the_ existing rating structure with a _view 
to enabling the railways .to .safeguard their financial interests. · 

. - ' 
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API'ENDIX 1 
Trends in (ol<f-rated and high-rated commodities and their relative pro[lQTtion 

. · ·in· rhe total revenue earning traffic on the Indian Railways 
' 

l,o)V,n.~ed .IJilffic ·High-rated traffic Total 
rev,enue 

.:.·.·-. _:Tons Percentage Propor- ·Tons Percen- Propor- earning 
Yea,rs origioa, wt$1 tion of o.rigjna~~ tage ~o tion .of 

~.ot~l :raffle .earnings 
traffic 

•. J •• ,. ,1 • tipg ·l!~.ffi.c _earn.ings i~g 
from from 

low- high-
rated rated 

traffic to .traffic t.o 
tOial total 

freij!bl freij!ht 
earnmgs earmn_gs 

.• .-~-

' j z 3 4 5 {J 7 s 
Million Millioll Million 
· !ODS tons tons 

1956-57 .. 61 ·3 63·2 39·6 :35·7 36·8 60·4 97'0 
1957-5i .. {J1 ·3 66·9 43·1 33 ·3 3l·l 56·3 100·6 
1958-39 .. 69·8 68·7 . 41i·7 3!. ·8 31·3 53 ·3 ]01·6 
1959-60 .. 76·2 69·9 47·2 32·8 30·1 52·8 109·0 
1960-61 .. 84·0 71·3 48·1 33 ·9 28·7 51·9 117 ·9 
196!-62 !10-ll 72·8 49:3 33:6 . 27·2 - 5.0·7 123,6 

Non :-As in the Preliminary Report, the low-rated group of commodities is assumed 
to includ,e those F<Jming in classes up to 49 per cent of soaj<>-A of tl!e raiJWO¥ 
tar!ff schedule; I he piiqc1pal ainong tl)ese be!D!!; roal, liniesiollf', sa!~ foodgrairis, 
frmts and vegetables, sugarcane, wood etc. · All other commo(hties i.e. those 
~ rh~bliqv~ AAd. per !'!'nl of ~!e-~ ~flfl th,OS!' ill ~~~-~ h~y~ beelJ ~tego-
nse as '!I -qte. . . 

Mff:!'IPIX ~ 
Trends in t~r PIJ!tf!T'! p,f /qw-rgtefl qnd fliglj"rated lrf1ffic pn individual Zonal 

R!!ilW9¥S 
(In !akh tops) 

Name of Zonal Railway 
!956,57 19{>1,~2 

Low-rated High~rated Low,rated High,rated 
traffic traffic traffic traffic 

1 2 3 4 s 
1. Central · SS·S9 81·43 95·61 56·18 
2. Eastern 

(40·57} (59·43) (62·74) (31·26) 
111:08 S!H4 251·40 6S·4S 

3. N!J~hern 
(74·9o) (25 ·10) (79 ·34) (20 ·66) .. 73·80 42·74 69·35 35·44 

~- ~!'f!ll ~ffiu 
(63 ·32) (36 ·68) (66 ·18) (33 ·82) 
Z8 ·ll9• JQ·l7' 30·~ 22·47 

S. Northeast Frontier 
(58 ·89) {41·1i) {57 :~9) <4:i·m ·"9·84• IS -oo~ 12·16 11·29 

6. Southern 
{3HI) <6!l.·m (41 ·2\)) (58 :71) .. 5~ ·~I 37·41 81·77 37·32 

7. South Eastern 
(59·?2) (40·38) (68 ·66) (31·34) 
146·90 55·81 265 ·95 51·26 

8. Western 
(72·45) (25 ·SS) (83 ·85) (16 ·IS) 
59·91 50·53 93·19 50·41 

(54·24) (45 ·76) (64 ·89) (35 ·11) 
•These figures relate to the Year 1958-59. 
NolE:-Figures in brackets represent percentage to totaliJilffic. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Trends in the average lead of traffic on the Indian Railw(zys 
(In Miles) 

Coal for Total coal Total 
public Oil- Other Total . (including revenue 

Years including Grains seeds revenue revenue · non- &· 
non-Govt. traffic traffic . revenue Dt.)n-reve-

Railways traffic) nue traffic 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1956-57 361 384 352 336 347 365 321 
1957-58 436 435 406 347 384 382 341 
1958-59 443 457 460 349 388 422 346 
1959-60 436 475 433 351 387 419 348 
1960-61 412 472 477 342 375 421 349 
1961-62 400 500 515 345 376 406 353 



Part II 

Railway rating policy in some of the foreign countries 



IN:rRODUCii'ION 

. A )!tu~_y of th~ .e~olution of railway .rating ,POlicy in D;lOSt of the foreign 
countries sh!)ws ~hat 1)1ere is. a .d~li.nite simjlarity in features of the b.road 
tariff poli!=Y· Sil)ce the ear]iest !:lays of railwa_y development, railways enjoyed 
fo{ a long time a virtual' monopoly and had adopted a rating policy the 
chief characteristic of which was 'charging what the traffic will bear'. To 
Cillote Sir William Acworth, ''the real meaning of the phrase 'charging what 
the traffic will beat' is that niilway charges fer different categories of traffie 
are liKed, not according to the estimated cost of ,service, but roughly Oil' 
the ·principle of equality of sacrifice by the payer. So regarded,· 'what the 
traffic wili bear' is a principle, not of eKtortion, but of equitable concessione 
to the weaker members of the commllnitv." · Commodities of high value 
were charged a rate high enoogh roughly. to compensate for the low ·rate
charged to low-value commodities. The requir~ments of national develop
ment led the ·railways, sGmetimes on the intervention of Government, to
grant lew rates to raw materials and other ·tow-valued commodities. ·The 
tapering of rates with distance facilitated long haul movements: While the 
costs Of performing the services ·were an important factor for the over-all 
profitability of the railways, they 'did not ~nstitute an important -element 
in the pricing of railway services in respect· of each commodity. 

; . . . - . . . 

TJw po1icy of ditf~renpal 'pricing m;~y" be appropriate so long as the 
ra!JW!\YS ~njoy virWl!l monopoly in th!l field of transportatiol). , The recent 
app~Wl!D9~ ·of a variety of_inoqes of transport,' .particularly road transport, 
in.!lc~ive ~ompeti~on for ti)e provision of transportation service has brought· 
abopt a fumja~I).tal. cpange in the apvroacq to the railway ~ricing system: 
Under competitive environment, increasing xeliance is 'sought to be J?lllced 
upon allowing free choice of shippers and market offerings of carriers_ 
Cost-based rates for particulaF movements of traffic are set to meet specific 
competitive situations.~ This would enable the railways to secure the kind 
of traffic ·for which they have an inherent 005t advantage and relinquish 
the traffic· wh.ich might betteF be transported by other carriers. Thns 

· coordination among the various modes ef transport may in effeet be achieved 
without· the initiative of a tnnsport coordinating agency, though according 
to an eKpert iview, 'there is a mandatory element about coordination which 
demands that it should be established bv a bodv suoerior to those to be 
coordinated'. : 

.Tile c0st-relat\ld rat\l polic;i~s, however, h!!ve certain limitations. It is 
argqed th!\t. <;ompetitioq ip, transportl;ltiori 4~s I!Ot ens11re t}:lat rates charged 
by carriers Will necessarily (e!ld t_o be CJOSI!ly relate4 tO tl!e <;Osts of providing 
the service. If is only when theoretically competition .is perfect; r;~tes·. l;lre 
properly related to costs. But according to John Doyle, "transportation 
c;qmpetltioq is anything but peffect 1Ul4it !i8llllot be pel'fect. Both eJIPCrience 
and logical analysis of the effect of transportation conditions on rates support 
the conclusion that imperfect COIDPetition. often. distorts the relatiOIIShips 
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betWeen rates and costs. 'I]lis is a. fundamental reason why, in the interest 
·of efficient allocation of economic resources, transportation competition 
:must .b~ harnessed or regulated. · Another reason why transportation com
petition must be conirolled, if the industry is to achieve maximum economic 
perforniance, is 'to encourage desirable physical coordination of transporta
tion facilities."* · 

In the context of relationship between cost and rate making, it will be 
seen that determination of costs appropriate for a particular rate decision 
is rather difficult because the cost price of transportation varies according 
to train services even for an equally chargeable distance and the same load. 
The french Railways had to face a .similar problem when they decided to 
introduce cost-based rates in 1947. , Their experience is embpdied in a study 
.of the French Railways made on behalf of the Canadian Royal Commission 
on Transportation. t. According ~o this study, many factors are respo!lsible 
for variation of expenditures on the actual route, viz., stations, classification, 
yards, grade of line, .line equipment, distance. covered respectively by local 
trains and through trains~ How complex is the problem of rahway cost 
studies appears from the words of William J. Baumol, writing in the 'Journal 
of Business' of the .Univer,sity of Chicago (1962): "Th~. determination of 
the relevant incremental costs appropriate for a particular pricing decision 
is not simple but must reflect complex railroad cost conditions that arise 
from persistent excess capacity, irrelevant fixed cost elements and such 
inter-related dynamic factors . as changing volume,· changing labour and 
material costs, technological innovations and improved operating techniques 
• . . . . . The relevant incremental costs _are a function principally of the 
prospective volume in relation to present volume and unutilised capacity in 
.existing plant _and organisation." · 

It-is thus possible to over-emphasise the validity of cost-based rate policy: 
At any rate it may be expected to encounter considerable opposition from 
_groups whose economic interests are ·likely to be adverselY affected by its 
adoption. It may not find enough support specially in the case of movement 
·of bulk commodities and traffic like coal, . industrial raw materials, food
grains etc .. which generally move in large quantities over considerable dis
~ances and may thus be taken to. be quite ·appropriate for railways. Such 
a policy may in any case lead to undesirable increase in the prices of such 
-commodities, which may n~?t be in the national interest. It is interesting 
!o note . that "none . of the six Railway Administrations of the European 
~nomic Community pursue cost-based rates to their ultimate conclusion, 
and, most. of them are so. loaded with obligations that it is hard to see theii. 
.complete_ elimination, even though the method of finanCing thein may change 
-.-to direct subsidy." . · · 

• Report ~f the Special Study Group on Transportation Policies in the United States 
· of America (1961). . . · . ! . . . · . 

. , t Royal Co~mission on Transpol!'tion(July !962) Vol. nl-"Summaries and Extracts 
· from Studies of the French Railways" by R. Fortier. · 
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With all railway systems, the obligations towards national economy play 
a particular role. The general view held, in 'regard ·to "pubilc 'sei:VJce' 
obligations' imposed on railways, is that where for soCial,''politica'i ot.'other 
reasons, any particular traffic is carried at· a loss, the Siate.· will h'iive ·tO. 
compensate the railways for the losses incurred and 'this kind tif'silbsidisa..:. 
tion should be borne by society as a whole and it ought not'to be. ttiet' ou\: 
of higher charges to other transport users. ·. · · · · · · · ' 

A review of the latest thinking on the prot>lem· of railway· rating policy 
in some of the foreign countries is presented in the following pages, . .-:·. ,· 
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EUROPEAN EcONOMIC COMMUNITY 

Articles 3 and 74 of the Treaty of Rome (1954) establishing the 
European Economic Community (E.E.C.) provide for the introduction of 
a common transport policy. The aim of a common policy in transport is to 
have freedom of movement for transport services within the Community. 
·The existing transportation situation, however; varies widely within the 
Community, both as regards relationships between the three traditional 
modes of transport namely, the railways, road and waterways, and the 
principles adopted in the various national transport policies. . . . 

A number of studies have been undertaken by various bodies under 
the aegis of the European <;onference of Ministers o~ Transport for drawing 
up a common.transport policy. A study was carried out by the International 
Union of Railways (V.I. C.) regarding the financial position of the railways 
of the six E.E.C. countries. The U.I.C. has claimed in its memorandunl. 
(July, 1961) that most of the views expressed and conclusions reached, 
are valid in any country with a basically competitive economy, but are not 
applicable in those countries where the coordination of transport is planned 
deliberately. Railways are accepted as having the character of a public utility, 
forming part of the basic national economic framework. It recognises that 
different means of transport have. their own characteristics, but contends 
that analysis of these characteristics shows that railways still have great 
potentialities from a technical angle both as to the 'capacity and to the 
quality of the service they can: offer. . · · 

Although the fo!1Dal relationship betWeen railways and the State may 
vary from country to country, the report emphasises the general principle 
that it is the function of the Government to ·govern. This function is defined 
as . ensuring good order and safety; the rational adaptation of the railways 
to present-day circumstances; and conformity to the requirements of healthy 
competition, particularly where the public interest is concerned. So far 
as the exercise of its function is concerned, the opinion of the U.I.C. is 
that the State should make the. minimum. use of its powers, particularly 
where the ·free play of economic forces is. sufficient by itself. The U.I.C. 
stresses the need for a general transport policy designed to secure the 
objectives (a) that the .transport system in capacity and in quality should 
be able to meet present and future needs . of the users; (b) that artificial 
solutions should be avoided enabling the :.;espective ·means of transport to 
convey the traffic for which it is best adapted; (c) that free choice of the 
means of. transport should be allowed to the user {including the provision 
of his own transport) subject to the proyiso that he must pay ali equitable 
price for the costs incurred by the CommunitY as a result of his choice; 
and _(d) that the business of a public carrier should be profitable. 
. ~ ' . . 
_ · -It .is held that ,actions on the part of railways will not be fully effective 
unless· the public. authorities allow them the means. to ·do an that. they 
~hould fuemselves do .towards. achieving . financial equi4orium, including 
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proVision for depreciation· -and the establishment of necJ:ssary reserves. The 
me)lns envis<~ged are generally to ensure. as far ·as possible, that the railways. 
be permitted. to _act like an- industrial or commercial undertaking and; in 
consequence, to avoid making the railways instruments of social oi: econori:rlC' 
policy. These requirements are taken to include management autonomy; 
with , maximum. COfil!llerci~ flexibilitY: in fixing the levels of fares · and 
charges and. in .un_dt<rtaking ~xpendittire, and wide freedom to· reduc'e the· 
size of. their syste.m.s l!Jld to concentrate their services: For the· avoidance 
of using the railways fO!" purpose 5>£ social policy; 'normalisation of accounts' 
is recommended. ;In· effect, this is a system of commercial costing so that 
Ul)remu~erati~e expenditure mfght be eliD:rinated, Or charged specifically tO 
the_ Government' Items which. should be charged to the Government ar~ 
compen~ation ·fa( being· requii:ed to· maintain unremunerative facilities, 
'socia~ needs' rat~s and· charges, special rates to assist industry, or very low 
rates 4! favour. of particular categories of users. In view of the U.I.C., it 
is Pie _duty ·of the Government to inform public opinion of the necessity 
for these reforms. The report adds : ''the public ·should be· made aware 
of the fact that the railways are a commercial undertaking serving the 
community, arr undertaking .which, while not having maximum profits as 
an objective, must not be called .upon to assume too heavy burdens likely 
to undermine its. profit-earning capacity." 

The fundamental recommendation is that a general transport policy 
should be adopted, with the object of achieving "the optimum . transport 
system", and considerable attention is given to the requirements of eitlier an 
~uthoritarian approach or of completely un-restricted competition-though 
the latter is looked upon as impracticable. These pre-requisites are defined 
as the need for equality in basic conditions : a proper structure of rates and 
fares ; as the basis of a rational choice by the user, and consideration for the 
needs· of the. COpmluiJ,ity. The U.I.C., however, admits that these. problems 
present considerable" pnictic~ difficulties. Included aniongst them are, in 
the :first place, . certain: basic differences iri regard to structure as well as 
between the te~Qirlques aJ?plied by the different means of transport. .Other 
difficulties. arjse from the obligati!Jns of a public service, ·which come within 
the framework. of the- public -interest. · The U.I.C. have observed that "the 
States. c;m.introducethe.,maximum possible equality into the basic conditions, 
by showing. no hesitation In mi!Idng provision; at their own -cost or that of 
the public, fpr_.the- J;efunds .imd compensation needed to cover abnormal 
charges <Uld obllgatio~s:. : pnce ~the ~omp(msatioil and refunds, under the 
heading of normalisation. of ac9ounts, have been fixed, the financial equili~ 
brium of these undertakings ·must be ·achieved without. the ·oa:vment of an~ 
~~bsidy.'' . . . 

. . ::rhe.{].I..C •. are <>f tht; ?Piriion that the rates and fares, taken.as a.whole; 
m.ust !!nSJire, ,th~ pveraU financia~ equilibrium of each carrier, it being under
stoqd that .\h.e ·individual raies and fares must each provide some contribu~ 
tion towards stich financial e"quililii:ium and, therefore, be higher: -than .or 
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at the minimum equal: to. the marginaL cost of th~t service; in. this, way .it 
is possible for normal and fair commercial activities to be .pursued. The 
adjustment of rates and fares requires a knowledge of transport costs, aS.. 
well as of the manner of. calculating them · correctly. It is, . therefore,. 
necessary: 

"(a) to abandon, to a large extent, the existing arrangements under 
which the railways apply rates and fares ·which are still based~ 
in too many cases, on the conditions which applied when they 
held a monopoly and below . which road often fixes its charges;. 
with the principal objects of competing with rail; 

(b) to grant to the railways the right to apply flexible rates and 
fares,, which is, moreover,. implicit in the possibilities of taking: 
the commercial action which is deemed to be desirable. By 

. basing on costs, it is possible, on the one hand, · tO' 
'destandardise' railway tariffs and, on · the other hand, · to• 
conclude" 'special agreements' with users,. at least in the same 
way as the other means of transport." . . .. 

A Memorandum· entitled The General Lines of the Common Transport 
Policy, prepared by the Secretariat of the European Economic Community 
Commission (April1961) has also referred to the question of public·service· 
obligations which fall· most heavily on railways in the E.E:c. countries. 
These have been grouped under the following three heads :-. 

(i) obligations to operate;· 

(ii) obligations to carry; and · 

(iii) obligations. in regard to rates. 

It is admitted; that these obligations were entirely· justified when railways
enjoyed' a monopoly. But as things are today, "these obligations have largely 
Jost their _raison d' etre iD _consequence of the development of other forms of 
transport." This applies it1 particular to the obligation to operate, since 
numerous alternative means of transport are available to users on most 
traffic routes. It is suggested in the Memorandum that this obligation ought 
to be maintained only in cases where it would not be sufficiently in the 
interest of transport undertakings to provide certain services though these 
are indispensable in the public interest. The railways can be given the right 
to close down gradually lines, installations and services run at a loss. This 
would make for a sounder financial position, while allowing the use of other 
means of transport better suited to the traffic involved. 

The obligations in regard to rates are many and complex, they concern 
the structure and level of rates, their countrywide and round-the-year 
standardisation and publication. Besides entailing rate inflexibility, these 
obligations clearly upset the equilibrium of the market insofar as they are 
imposed upon the different means of transport in different ways. Subject 



to the exigencies · of the general economic policy, · such obligations under 
the first two heads are likely to be, if not eliminated, at least made more 
flexible, by granting to the undertakings,. in railways especially, which do 
not enjoy it, freedom to fix their rates within llinits which will be determined 
having regard to costs. 

· Wjth regard to the obligation to carry, its impact on the financial 
I ' . . 

situation. of the: undertakings· concerned will be less serious if the latter are 
free to change their rates according to the competitive sitUation, as well as 
to season<il tr~c fluctuations and other factors with a be.aring on costs. 

, It !s understood that the proposals for establi~hing a common transport 
policy in the E.E.C~ have been drawn up by the Cmnmon Market Commis
~ion for .discussion by the' counci~ of Ministers. The Commission has 
proposed .a rate-brao;:ket system of maximum and lniilimum rates for surface 
transport .based on cost caic.ulations under which, 'at least initially, the 
~ililum rateswould be bet~~ii 70 and 90pef cen"tot'them!oomum rates. 
The tariffs will have to .be published officially in the· member States and 
eventually uniform cost criteiia should be drawn up for ·calculating the 
brackets: The Commission has also proposed· that 'public, service obligations' 
imposed by member· Governments ·on some forms of transport, specially, 
·railways;' should be ·kept -to a· minimum. ' To off -set the costs of public 
.ser:vice obligations considered indispensable,. the Commission has proposed 
.compulsory compensation for transport organisations. 

It is difficult to assess the extent to which ·the deve.Jopment of common 
transport policy will be in accordance . with .the general . policies at present 
being followed by the individual member-countries. A brief description of 
certain aspects of transport policy now in fo~ce in West Germany and France 
may provide the necessary background to a study .of the problems of common 
policy in transport. 'It is; however; expected that .the introduction of unifor~ 
-system 'of transport for the •.community,. may "lead to severe transitional 
.difficulties both in the transport sector and sectors dependent on it, if. national 
policies have to ·be radically changed.'~ . 

' . . 
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WEST GERMANY* . 

Under the terms of the German Basic Law covering railways, '~Rate 
PolicY' ·of the public- railways- while safeguarding the economic situation of 
the railways concerned, must aim -at the creation of uniform rates for the 
railways as a whole, I and the adjustment of them to the needs ·of the ,gener:i! 
welfare, particularly in -regard :to -regions_ that are economically weak or 
properly -served by transport.'' The railways draw up rates themselves, but 
these ·must .be approved- -by' the !Fetleral Minister of .Transport acting in 
agreement witll -the Economic: Minister. If the general .price level is likely 
to be affected, then Parliament itself must give jts approval. . Modifications 
can be made by the Minister on grounds of the general economic good and 
unfair competition. · · 
· · ·The· German Federal Railways -must publish their rates and apply, them 

~qually to all users in all regions -(except where special subsidised rates 
are -allowed); so· it is' not open to them to conclude secret contracts. 
Reduction must be published and' granted to all in similar conditions. Within 
these general principles, the Federal Railways fix. their rates for goods ,on 
a value and capacity or weight basis, with a.distance taper, but this standard 
rate structure is not as important as the special rates _that are gq:mted
tbere are over 200 ·of them-to cover particular goOds and regions; in 1959 
only 26 per .cent of traffic ~ent .lit the regular rates;_ the rest· by special 
rates, · Considerable flexibility is available to the Federal Railways within 
the value-weight--<listance classification; lt has . allowed the Federal 
Railways to be more competitive and enc\)uraged traffics suitabie to them, 
b!lt it has also been the method by which subsidised rates have been granted 
to aid partic~lar ~egions and sectors. · · · · · · · 

The F~deral Gove~ril.ent is committed to a policy of coordination based 
on competition. The German Federal Railways (DB) are hi t~eory supposed 
to be managed like a company in accordance with commercial principles, 
so that receipts should cover. expenses, Including the necessary ·reserves; 
attempts being made ·to achieve the rate of interest appropriate to their 
own capital. It is in this framework that they have to perform their task 
for the general good.· -Thtis, the Federal Railways are required to act com
mercially, and yet at the same time' serve the general good; · The concept 
·of 'public service' ·means in practice. that· "the transport system should be 
llsed as part of location· policy. to help backward areas, agricultural policy 
or oth_er sectors of the economy that need suosidising, as well as providing 
unprofitable services and granting· specially reduced fares where this is 
considered socially desirable." · The railways have· been the chief instrument 
in the implementation of· these p<>licies, as road and water transport sectors 
being not nationalised cannot generally be expected to beat such burdens. 
·There'is a provision in the Law governing the railways for the normalisation 
of the DB's accounts, i.e., it provides that compensation shall be paid to 
the railways if a rate reduction is imposed or if they are compelled to 

*The German Federal Railways (D.B.) are nationalised. 
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continue an unprofitable service. The subsidy is not paid if the DB makes 
a profit. 

, It has been proposed ,that the . Federal Railways should be allowed a 
greater. freedom . to. adapt their· prices to . the market situation, but · such 
suggestions ,have-led. to considerable opposition from various quarters
from the other . modes of transport and from various regional and trade 
bodies, 'the former fearing that their livelihood would directly be endangered, 
the latter afraid, lest freedom for the Federal Railways to charge according 
to the ·miuk~t situation would mean that the outer provinces would fin<! 
transport dearer than in the great centres, that the smaller business would 
be charged more than the larger'. The Minister has accepted these repre
sentations and has, therefore, proceeded cautiously in the direction of 
granting·greater rate freedom. The Federal Railways;as mentioned above, 
can qualify for compensation in certain circumstances, but they have received 
no more freedom except that the approval of the Minister no longer depends 
on whether the new rates are suitable taking into account the needs of the 
other forms of transport. 

it is understood' that West Germany has not welcomed· the application 
of the general ~les of the Rome Treaty on competition, but has stressed 
the importance of the special aspects of transport and the consequent need 
for regulation. . The Government supports the proposals for entry and 
rate~ control, but is not willing to admit that transport does not have a 
p_a~t to .play in regional and agricultural policies. 

In this connection, it would be interesting to note the following opinion
expressed by the Adviser to the German Federal Ministry of Transport, 
Mr. Stoltenhoft. while inaugurating a seminar* on 'Modern Traffic Problems' 
organised by 'the German Institute for the Developing Countries at Bonn 
in June, ·1962:: 

·"In my-opinion it would ~e wrong if you orientated the development 
" ·Of your transport system along those lines which, in my country 

· and "in . other industrial nations, have an historical basis·. In 
our country technical progress itself determined the gradual 

·dev!llopment _and 1.\Se, of the means of transport. The present
d~~- str\)ngly competitive;_ position of the common carrier.s does 
not ;tlways correspond to the ideal of a national economy. You 
have, .h()wev.er, the opportunity to, develop the traffic syste~ :i11 
you~· cou~vies solely according to principles dictated by the 
nl)tiqnal: econo111y; Because you are not handicapped· · by 
historical realities you can give preference to those means of 
transport which are most suitable from both the geographicai 
point of view an!l that of transport economy and tr~nsport 
policy.~· 

-~~~~~~~~~--~----~-~ Anlon~ the ~untries ~hich to~k part. in the Seminar were Afghanistan, Iran, Iraa·. 
Saud1 Arab1a, the Umted Arab Repubhc, Sudan and Ethiopia. 
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-FRANCE*-· 

The general policy of the F~e~~h t~ansport legislation· is the coordination 
and harmonisation of the means· of tralisport, in' particular road· ani!' raiL 
The French policies bear a Close resemblance to the· German ''model. -'The 
general aim in both countries is to secure a desirable distribution of' traffic 
:aDd both have pursued it within ·a restrictive frame-work; which in piuticulat, 
has not allowed public road goods transport' to develop freely, -nor the 
French and German Federal railways to act commercially, to· any great 
extent. The French have laid more stress on the 'importance of ·the rate 
·schedules to effective coordinatioli. · ·' 

The French Railways (S.N.C.F.) .have.made some progress-in the post~ 
.war period towards a cost-base!! rate structure and ,has -received some .smali 
•measure of commercial. freedom, even if it_ has, like. .the German Federal 
·Railways. been. subject. to public-service obligations and the, requirements of 
·social and regional policies which have severely ,limited the range· _.of 
.manoeuvre. The French Railways began in· 1947 to move aw~y from 
ad valorem rate structure toward~ a cost-based one. Provision was, however, 

. made that._ charges _should not be too hil!h as a result of the application of 
:new principles. 

In 1949, the French :Jaw ·provided that rates· must be made •to reflect 
-differences in costs, as between' various routes. As first· step· in this; rate 
revision was accomplished in 1951' • by- applying. -~Station, Indexes.'., An 

:index number was -assigned to each -station varying with. the traffic volume 
cit handled. , This indexing was based· on .the observatio11- t]Jat, iii . most cases; 
. routes connecting important stations have more traffic .and lower Unit costs 
than routes connecting unimportant stations. Thus, the index. served to 
reduce ,or increase the rate to reflect the. high ,or low co~t of tJle route 

-employed. The impact _of this measure of relative _costs flf dill,erent routes 
was greatest on the traffic already high-~ated . (hence .,mos!c exposed to 

• competition). 

Since 1956, the SNCF have been putting the fui.ishing touches on a 
more refined solution to the problem whereby rates would' be made to vary 
according to the relative costs of each section of line 'over wl).ich a given 
shipment will move. This change wa$ proposed in ·the ·tatiff 'reform sub
mitted for Ministerial approval in January, 1962. To establish· this system 
it was first necessary to ascertain the basic costs of movements on each 
section of line of the SNCF. The purpose 'of this cost study of' course, was 
not to determine costs in any absolute sense-but only cost ·_relationships 
between different sections of line, so the rates could be varied to reflect 
cost differences. Thus, for this study only the marginal 'costs had to be 
included in the calculations. But, to e.stablish an . equitable .~el~tionship 

*The French Railways (S. N. c~ F.) are naiio~;uised. ' 
.•:, 



between costs of electrified and non-electrified lines, capital charges on 
overhead electrical installations were added to· marginal costs. 

· . In calcu)~ti~g costs. o~ qne. sectioq of lin;, compared with another, only 
permanent and geographical factors were taken into account. Temporary, 
factors, such as the particularly high efficiency of a certain type of motive 
power in a given area, were. I)Ot considered. Also, in making these ca)cu la
tions,_ they we.rc mad~. qnly ·on a basi~ of diesel or electric traction (although 
present operation might be by steam). In other words, the SNCF was 
"costing ·ahead· in this _study, not applying historical costs". 

Rate reform has not stopped with this rationaljsation of distances,, but 
also included changes in the "shape" of the various rate scales in use. The 
most recent studies' of• costs have also entered into the changed shape of 
the rate scale8, since these studies indicated that the old scales have failed 
to cover costs for short distances and have been more· profitable than 
desirable for the ·longer hauls. Finally, the desirability has been recognised 
of reducing the spread but only to a moderate degree, at this stage of the 
differences in rates scales which are attributable to the kind of freight being 
hauled. 

The new tariff reform' is, thus a most complex operation. It is ~ouglit 
to develop greater realism in transport pricing ( 1) by differentiation accord

.ing. to the character of the route employed, (2) -by applying suitable 'taper' 
in rcharges lor longer ha!lls, 311d (3) by changes i!J that part of the c\large 

_which reflects the nat)lre of _the freight being hauled. -

-- -Many questibris arise as 'to foreseeable consequences of . this · tariff 
revision: . 'The first of these questions· is the' effect the revision· may have on 

-th~~ allcii:ation · of econbihic · activities in ·various sections of the country. 
Some have feared tha:t- the_ new rate formula may interfere with industrial 

·decentralisanc.iri,' l:iy- overchargmg• movement ·on• seeondary· lines. "The 
· French appear to ccirisider that a close colitrof'a.itd higlr degiee of· orgimisa
" tion are:'nec_!:s'siry'- for the' transpciti market; and for that reason they . are 
unwilling to let coordination based on free pricing-necessarily-c<ist"based 

Jor., cornm_erfial_ undert.a~gs-to take ,its cotjrse., • :;l'he r Frel)c4 b~ve been 
. '<ecy. c~~uovs jll. -mov,mg towards cost-b.a~ed_ rail rates at;~d ·they are" pre
·~umab.IY:far.fro~ ,it, a~·the.variat.ion~ contained~ in new scal~s are c~rtainly 
nor i!S wid,e as. actual cost ,sprea(j~'~;*' -
. . • . . • • • ' .• 1 J ' ' ' • • . 

·: · *Modern Transport, M~~h 't6: 1963. 
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UNITED KINGDOM ''" .· _;_. 

From 1850 to the ,middle . of rimeteen-tWenties,"- no . earner' other than 
railway WaS moving any, significant volume of traffic, ' either paSsenger or 
freight, in inland transport .. The regulation of ratt;s and facilities which had 
<)eveloped, by the end of the 19th century was required as much to avoid 
the consequences of competition b~tween a few large railway companies,. as 
to. protect the public from the elements of monopoly which the railways 
enjoyed as a class. "The classification of merchandise by. value raised con
tributions to railway revenues from the goods wliich ,could best. bear it." 
Rates were charged on mileage. The scales were applied uniformly over 
the whole of the country. The loss was avoided by allowing the railways to 
make up for traffics the cost of which was higher than the average; . from 
the revenues earned from those which could ~e carried more cheaply. This 
system, satisfactory to all parties, became in Great Britain a part of the 
law. After the First World War, the Rates Advisory Committee which was 
~et up to suggest the rate principles for the newly constituted amalgl,lmated 
companies concluded that the "old system was giving general satisfaction to 
the trading community as a whole". The new·rates, therefore, in the Act 
of 1921, were fixed on a uniform basis and on continuous mileage as for 
one. railway throughout. 

Under the Railways Act, 1921,~railway passenger and-merchandise charges 
were fixed by the Railway Rates Tribunal The 'standard charges' for mer
chandise were related more to the value of the merchandise carried than to· the · 
cost of carriage.' The Trll!lsport Acf, ·194 7 provided that charges to be made 
for certain ·services' and 'facilities shOuld 'be· fixed by the .'charges scheme' 
which the British Transport Commission had to prepare and submit to the 

· Transp.ort Tribunal (succeeding t,he _ea,rlie~; Tribunal) ,for,con.fin.nation. The 
Transport Act, 1953, limited those .. services_ ;uu.l.faciliti!ls wbi<;h were to be 
s~bj~t to the charges schemes, pro~ided )hat the schemes ,should fix ,maxi
mum ,cha:ge~ only,_ and r,emoved _all re,striction~ up~n' the ~~sion's _dis
pretioi:t I<_> charge ~hjl.~ they liked, within the inaxili).a)~d. dc;>wn III. the. schepte. 
The Bntish Transport 9JmmiSslon .(Railway Merchan~e) Charges. Scheme, 
1957, is designed t~"i:nabie' the ~~llways to' recover tiie.cos~ of each traffic 
moveinent: The bi~xiili~m cbatge~ atitho~ised" beat'nti "te1ati~n to the value 
of the merchandise carried but are based on the 'loadability' · <?f the. consign
ment,"its weight arid'tlie distance over whi.ch jt is carrie~: It will be seen that 
the charges (where they are maxima) 'consist of a high initial charge per ton 
coyering tenninal charges and caoiage :for ;the first .ten miles; with a com
paratively low rate;perrton mile thereafter.: · 

. The main advantage given by t)Je new charges schemes to ~e railways in . 
their competition with road hauliers is that only milximum charges have to be 
jmblished, whereas previously all rates were published ·and road hauliers . . 

*The British Railways are nationalised .. 
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were thus made aware of which rate they had to undercut. The British 
Railways can now make .what agreements they wish with traders, and the 
charges contained in such agre~ments are not Iai.own; . nor 'are the commodi
;ties to which the agreements relate. It is not, therefore, possible to state 
·what categories of freight traffic have been most affected by this policy. From 
.the latest figures available, however, it would seem that the charging policies 
-of the railways are enabling them just about to hold their own in the field 
.of merchandise, and to do rather better in parcels traffic, in both of which 
.the competition· of road haulage is likely to be most severe. 

As mentioned earlier, the charges which the railways make are not known. 
It is the stated policy of the British Transport authority to recover from each 
movement the direct costs attributable to it and, additionally, some contribu
·tion to indirect costs. But in view of the difficulties of costing individual 
traffics-and especially in the light of the scanty i.Iiformation available about 
traffic costs,· which Dr. Beeching is working hard to remedy-there may be 

.doubts about the success of this policy in practice. 
The chief measures in the Transport Ac~ '1962 which are expected to 

·'improve the railways' competitive position in relation to road transport are 
;the following : 

(a) The railways have been freed from the obligation to provide 
'reason-able facilities' and are thus able to refuse to. carry goods 
which they regard as· unsuitable or unprofitable. · Thus they 
have· been freed from 'their obligation ·as 'Common· Carriers'; 

(b) they have been freed from existing statuu;ry terms and condi
tions of carriage, and are therefore entitled to accept traffic on 
such terms as they think fit; and · 

(c) there is no control over their freight charges, or their passenger 
· fares outside the London area. 

As regards uneconomic services under the new legislation, the railways 
bave no longer a statutory. duty to have regard to the needs of the public, 
·-agriculture, ·commerce and industry. · This in itself gives them some freedom. 
_Within this, broad framework, two aspects are important·: 

· (a) What happens about the withdrawal of uneconomic services; 
ilnd · 

(b) Are. th~. railwa:,:-s to be· compensated for running certain services 
as 'social' seiVIces, and if so, how ? · . 

' I ' ·-

· Qn the first of these, the British Railways Board are free to withdraw freight 
services to any extent they desire, but proposals .for total withdrawals . of 
passenger services must go through the procedure laid down for the Trans
port Users' Consultative Committee .. :ne Minister can give directions to the 

·Railways Board to keep passenger services open where the COmmittee estab-
1ish to his sa~sfaction that there would otherwise be soCial hardship. On the 
,second question, that of payment for. such services, there would not be a 
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direct subsidy for a specific line or service. But the cos_t of _keeping ope 
lin<>< which bad been the subject of a direction· would be covered. by : · 

(a) taking'account of the cost in the total subsidies paid to the rail 
· ways; and 
(b) taking account of the cost in settiitg fimincial 'targets' unde. 

the procedure outlined in Comnd. 1337. (White Paper 01 

Financial Performance of Nationalised Industries}~ 
The new arrangements meet various criticisms· or recommendations of the 
Select Committee on Nationalised Indus-tries (1960) to the extent that: 

· (a) the railways can go on closing unremunerative services, subjec 
to the Minister's approval in the case of total withdrawals o: 
passenger. services;. . . 

(b) decisions about. social necessity for 'passenger services will bt 
made by the Minister, who is accountable to Parliament; and _ 

(c) the losses will be provided through a Vote for which the. Minis tel 
is also accountable. 

The Select Committee wanted. specific subsidies for individual services in 
th~se circumstances. The new arrangements do not . provide this. It is 
perhaps worth mentionmg that the Commisison, in their reply to the Select 
Committee, pointed out the considerable practical difficulties in isolating 
_the services for this purpose. · The present arrangements will be adequate 
for the interim period (five years) during which the railways are not expect
ed to pay their way, and their deficits will be met by the Exchequer. What 
will happen after five years depends on the progress the railways make 
towards viability, ·and on the results of the further financial ·review which 
the Government will be undertaking (as mentioned in para 47 of Comnd. 
1248) towards the end of the period? 
·. To sum up the present British transport policy, one may .quot~ from the 

speech made by Mr. Marples, the U. K. Minister of. Transport, while open
ing the two day debate in the House of .Commons on the Beecl:J.ing Plan for 
Reshaping of Railways on the 30th April, ·1963. Mr. Marples, pointed out 
that "he intended a wide operation to work out a coordinate_d policy for trans
port as a whole and stressed the Government's determiDation that transport 
policy must be related to national plaiming and the growth ~d ·~ovement 
of industry and population." He further observed thhs "vie believe the first 
and most crucial is that in any democracy the customer himself must choose 
'the most suitable form of transport, be it pa~senger ot ·freight .. After all, 
he pays-in a dictatorship it is otherwise. We believe the customer should 
decide whether he goes by road or rail . and there should be no .artificial 
restriction. Each form of transport must be allowed and .encouraged to deve
lop -itself technically and be free to compete and to carry the -goods for 
.which it is best suited. Responsibility for a decision to close anything where 
passengers are concerned ...... be it a .station or railway-is not the 
Railway Board's or Dr. Beeching's-it rests squarely and fairly on the 
Government". · -
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CANADA* 

The main prThciple which has guided the rating policy of the rallways in 
Canada since its earliest deveioprnent was "charging what the traffic will 
bear". In addition, the Canadian rate structure incorporated one of the 
first attempts at geographical equaliZation of rates; the high rates charged 
on some rail lines or coitimodity lines were averaged with the extremely low 
rates on othets. Also, the requirements of national development led the 
railways, with the ac1ive encouragement of the Federal Government, to 
grant low rates to raw materials and othet low-valued commodities. The 
accepted pricing policy of railway services was that low-valued conimodities 
would not move except at a price which was little above the out-of-pocket 
costs of performing the services and that the assistance required for such 
traffic could be contributed, without harm; by high-valued cominodities. 
This ruled out the necessity of a pricing system: based entirely on costs. 
"Thus tlie ·traditional principle of tate making, represented a fonil ·of cross
subsidisation under which some users of the rail setvice contributed through 
higher rates a relatively gteater amotii!t to the total transportation bill than 
did others-on a sort of capacity to pay basis. . . . . . It sought to influence 
the character of the railway system: so as to 'help over-come ·obstacles to 
national unity and promote the welfare of the cotintty as a whole." 

The new competitive environment since the end of the Second World 
w at, brought al:out a breakdown of the railway monopoly in transportation 
services and a fundamental change in the railway pricing system. In 1949, 
the effects of motor transportation on railway traffic were assessed before 
the Royal Commission on Tr~sportation. It was admitted that "motor 
transportation was attracting high-valued traffic away from the railways, 
where tales ranged between three cents and ten cents a ton mile. Motor 
transportation carriers were recognised to be economic carriers over the 
short haul". However, the railway pricing system was considered by the 
Railways as partly inflexible because of the need to maintain cross subsidisa
tion of traffic, but stiii adequate to ensure the retention of a traffic volume 
sufficiently above the . level of the late thirties to meet revenue require
ments. 

The Royal Coitnnission on Transportation (1949-51) whose main con
cern was with complaints of regional inequities, recommended a substantial 
change in the foubdation of the rate structure, principally the establishment 
of a uniform equalised class-rate scale and . uniforin equalized commodity 
mileage scales throughout Canada. The Commission stated in .its report that 
·the means of achieving the change 

"point to a new departure in t:lass-rates, and . commodity mileage 
rates, and eventually, insofar as practicable, in special or specific 
rates f<>r the Canadian portion of the North American Continent. It 

*The· two major railways are the Canadian National Railway and the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, of which the former is state-owned. . . 
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appears that Canada has reached a stage iii its development when 
former methods of making regional rates must give way to a uniform 
rate structure that, as far as may be possible, will treat all citizens, 
localities, districts and regions alike." 

On Det:ember 21, 1951, ·the Canadian Parliament enacted in part the 
recommendations of the Royal Commission on Ttansp<>rtation which deter.:. 
mined unifortrt class and coni.tllbdity tate scales. The Board of Transport 
Cottintissioners in its· judgment on December 12, 1952, preliminary to the 
appiication of the amendment of ihe Ra:lway Act with tegard to equaliza
tion, stated that : 

"the national freiibt rates policy cal1s for equality of tolls as therein 
provided even although the circumstances and conditions (for example, 
costs of railway operations, density of traffic) are riot substantially 
similar." · ' · · · · · · · 

The new approach emphasised the disregard of the cost of service principle 
in the pricing of railway services and reflected the thinking that railway rates 
could be made independently of competition. The equalization of class-tate~ 
was made_effective since Marcl!.:l;l955. · 

Since 1955 a limited number of commodity rate scales have been equalis
ed. The main difficulty encountered by the Board of..Transport Coinmis
sione~ was the Jack of uniformity in· commodity rates. The Board found 
that "commodity rates had been established Jess in relation to class. rat~ 
than to circumstances peculiar to each coinmodity and the territory in which 
they apply." 

This policy of equalization was frustrated by the growtli of competitive 
fotces. The traditionally high prices the railways charged for the movement 
of manufactured commodities gave an extraordinary headway to motor trans
portation. The attempts made by the raiiways to hold and gain traffic have 
forced pricing practices to take cognizance of costs of movements to an 
increasing extent in both triodes. The railway management is now increas
ingly aware of the necessity of attracting traffic under conditions of price 
and service in conformity with cost patterns. On the question of pricing of 
services on cost-oriented basis, the Royal Commission on Transptirtation 
(1959-61) have observed thus : · 

"We regard thi~ change to a more cost conscious pricmg pol!cy in 
all modes df transportatjqn as consistent with the objectives of the 
National transportation policy. Where railways have cost advantage~ 
they should carry traffic if the price discount is sufficient to overcome 
any service disadvantages. 'to the extent that government subsidies 
are used to keep traffic confined to rails where· rio such advantage 
·exists, - there is misallocation of resources. If Government policy, 
or teguiation, ptevents the -railways from setting prices to attract 
traffic Ott the basis of these advantages tht;re is misallocation of 

·resources." 
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The Royal Commission on Transportation (1959-61) have recommended 
thal rate regulation must continue to stipulate a minimum limit for railways. 
With railways, extended over the nation, representing large capital invest
ment in few firms, and less involved with each other in price competition, 
regulation must continue to assure that no rate should ever be set below 
the direct ~osts of the movement. Where railways continue to quote identical 
rates between points, the permissive minimum rate must be determined by 
the relevant costs of the higher cost route. The Royal Commission have 
recommended that "the Board of Transport Commissioners should con
tinue to determine, after due consultation and consideration, the definition 
of out-of-pocket costs which shall be used as a criterion of minimum railway 
rates, and set up within a costing section of the Board, the necessary pro
cedures for testing the minimum, either on motion of the Board or upon 
application from those parties able to make representations to the Board. No 
rate should be suspended until the Board is satisfied it is below the legal 
minimum.'' 

The regulation of railway rate maxima ha.S from its beginning been based 
on the assumption that railways enjoyed significant monopoly in overland 
transportation and, therefore, their pricing practices must be subject to public 
review.. The objective of such rate regulation was to protect shippers from 
inequitable rates, qualified by the consideration that net rail revenues should 
be adequate to maintain railway operations. With the . rapid advance of 
competition particularly in the last decade, the area of significant railway 
monopoly has been steadily eroded. In the areas and for commodities where 
competition has developed, it can provide a satisfactory ceiling on transport 
rates. However, in the areas where significant monopoly remains, the 
tendency towards inequities seems to have increased. The maximum rate 
control is necessary to provide a means of protecting those shippers in the 
non-competitive sector, that is, those shippers without adequate alte!Jlate 
transport. The most effective means of providing this protection is a suitable 
maximum rate control for this diminishing volume of captive traffic. Such 
control sets the limit to which the burden which any particular shipper must 
expect. to bear. The Royal Commission have recommended that the 
cost structure of the railways, with their relatively high proportion of 
fixed to variable costs must be reflected in maximum rates. "Any new 
system of maximum rate control must provide a measure of defence 
against significant monopoly in the movement of these commodities. Yet, 
to be realistic, consideration of degree of significant monopoly must begin at 
the base point that maximum rate ceilings must not worsen the financial 
position of the railways, or captive commodity movements will have no 
means of transportation at all." 

The Royal Commission on Transportation (1959-61) have also referred 
to the burdens imposed on the Railways in Canada by reason of law and 
public policy, such as unprofitable passenger or branch lines, obligations 
to carry grain and grain products at statutory rates etc. The following are 
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some of the main recommendations made by the Royal Commission on the 
subject: 

(i) The regulation of transportation in Canada should be minimised 
as much as possible, consistent with protection -of the public 
interest, and such regulation as is retained should bear in a 
reasonably equitable fashion on all carriers. 

(ii) In the more settled parts of Canada the most efficient transporta
tion system can be obtained by competition. between and within 
the . different modes. In the newer areas it is still possible, and 
in many cases desirable, to restrict competition. 

(iii) Rationalisation of .railway plant and. operations . should be 
actively encouraged by public policy and where, for national 
policy reasons, it is considered 11ecessary to retain rail operations 
such as , unprofitable passel!ger or branch line services, the 
rajlways should be entitled to payment from public funds to 
cover their deficits on ·.such services. 

(iv) No particular forni of transport should be singled out as an 
instrument of national policy if any burden is involved in the 
performance ·of the function unless sufficient 'compensation is 
provided to that mode of transport to prevent distortions in the 
competitive. transportation market. · . · · 

( v) Assistance to transportation which is designed to aid ori national 
policy grounds, particular 'shippers and regions should be recog~ 
nised and not be disguised as a subsidy to the transportation 
industry.i Moreover, assistance of this kind should be available 
on a non-discririiimitozy basis to all carriers. 

(vi) Railway branch line network is no longer vital to either the 
well-being of the communities on the branch lines or the larger 
society as the truck bas essentially removed the feeder function 
frorri railways. The objective should be to have a rail system 
in which the uneconomic portions would be small, kept in exist
ence because of national necessity to provide a certain level of 
service in certain areas. Such lines which incur losses by com
mercial criteria should be a burden on public at large and not 
other users of rail transport. 

(vii) Railways must withdraw eventually all uneconomic rail passen
ger services because of the impact of competition from airlines, 
bus lines and private passenger cars. This will biing about a 
reduction in the inequalities. There is little social justification 
and less economic, for the permanent provision of rail passenger 
services. In the interim, it is important that the burden result
ing from losses on railway passenger services be lifted from 
the freight shipper. The Commission have recommended ·that 
an annnal "rant of !1: 13 m. he made avru1able to railwavs to: 
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provide compensation of losses actually incurred in operation 
of lines which the railways are prepared to abandon, but shall 
be con!inpe\J for some time. 

(viii) Losses associated with the obligation to carry grain and grain pro
ducts to export positions at a rate set by statute, should in 
future be bome by Parliament of Canada, who sets the statutory 
rates. 

(ix) Where the law compels the railways to extend free or reduced 
carriage, they should be compensated so that railways do not 
bear the burden which does not properly belong to them. 

(x) There is a danger that an approach to National Transportation 
Policy which is excessively pre-occupied with its financial aspects 
may tend to overlook the high national objectives which would 
not other-wise have been attained. But it is quite apparent that 

· as long as the transportation system is required to perform 
services which do not refleet commercial incentives, financial 
assist1!11Ce from the Goveilllilent will be a necessary <;oncomi
tant of. tr@sportatiQn po)icy. 

:The Royal Commission on Transportation submitted its Report in 
December, 1961. Although it had been stated in the speech froq~. the Throne 
in September, 1962 that the Government had under consideration some 
recommenpa!ions based on the Report of the Royal Commission on Trans
portation, and that legislation wol!ll;i )Je forthcoming, the somewhat fluid 
politic11l si!l!ation ill Canada did not permit any Resolution or Draft Bill 
to ·be introduced in P;~rliament before it was <lissolved in February, 1963. 
The new Governm~nt ·has yet to take actiop on the Report. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!< 

The U.S. Transportation Law affecting rate regulation has undergone 
considerable change since the original Act of 1887. The original Act 
applied to railroad carriers and its rate provisions were designed to combat 
evils of discriminatory pricing, These evils were considered to be tqe most 
important of the causes of the complaints against the rf!ilro11d system. Tp~ 
railroad rate structure which evolved under the early days of regulation was 
strongly influenced by value of service considerations. Tqis meant t4at 
rates for particular servi~s were not closely r~latecl t9 the costs of prpvid~ 
ing those services, but rather might be considernbly nbove or below any fair 
estimate of these costs. The railroads h;~d become 'common carri~rs' of 
virtually all commodities known to commerce and thus was placed upon 
the railroads the obligation to serve all without discrimination at reasonable 
and not unjustly discrimii:tatory rates. Costs of l!an!lling of particular traffil) 
·could be and were ignored in considerable degree, and little effort was !Jladc; 
to ascertain the costs for particular hauls or service, The system of rates 
was based upon internal subsiclisation. The costs of Sl!pportiiig the railroad 
system were distributed upon classes of trl!ffic, CO!Ilffiun!Hes, and particular 
hauls in rough accord with the supposed ability to pay. t 

Following World War I, pressu_re of the need for rehabilitating railroad 
creoit ano supporting the transportation syste!Jl as a whole led to tbe 
Transportation Act of 1920. Section 15a of the Act of 1920 provided that 
the Inter-State Commerce Co!llffiission. which was charged with the responsi
bility of establishing and maintaining an adequate transportation system in 
the country, shoulo so adjust rates that carriers as a whole earn an aggregate 
income equal to a fair retl1rn. on the value of their property. This part of 
the law proved to be unworkable and led to the rate-making rule (section 
15a(2). The amendment authorised the Inter-State Commerce Commission 
to fix mipimum liS well !Is maximum rates. Prior to this, the Commission. 
merely hao the authority to prescrib-e maximum rates. The revised rule of 
rate-making directed the Inter-State; Commerce Commission to give due 
consideration to : 

(i) the effect of rates on the movement of traffic; 

(ii) the nec;c;l of the public for 11dequate aQd efficient r!lilway trans
port<~tion service, at the lowest cost consistent with the furnish
ing of such s~rvice; !In!! 

(iii) the need of revenues sufficient to enable the carriers to provide 
such service. 

The extension of rate regulation to motor carriers, water carriers, and 
freight f01wan!ers, which was brol!ght about QY the Acts of 1935, 1940 and 

• The railways in U.S.A. are all privately-owned. 
t U.S. Department of Commerce, Rationale of Federal Transportation Policy, April 

1960. 
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J 942 created diflicult problems concerning the application and rationale of 
minimum rate policy. These problems involved questions concerning the 
competitive relationships between the various modes, and the appropriate 
limits to rate cutting when regulated carriers vied for traffic. 

The addition of Section 15a(3)• to the Transportation Act of 1958 had 
to be made due to inadequacy of the existing statutes for dealing with the 
complex regulatory problems. The minimum rate policy was characterised 
as inconsistent. In a report accompanying the Transportation Act of 1958, 
(Section 15a(3), the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
stilted that each form of transportation should have the opportunity to make 
rates reflecting different inherent advantngcs each has to offer so that the 
public may exercise its choice, cost and service both considered. The report 
further stated that it appeared from the record that the Inter-State Commerce 
Commission had not been consistent in allowing one or another of the several 
modes of transportation to assert their inherent advantages in the making of 
rates and therefore, the Committee recommended that the Commiss1on con
sistently follow the principle of allowing each mode of transportation to assert 
its inherent advantages, whether they be of service or cost. The Senate Report 
decl:.m:d that Congress intended that rates of each transport agency should 
be determined in each case according to the facts and circumstances attend
in~ the movement of the traffic by that agency. In other words, "there 
appears to be no warrant for believing that rail rates for example, be held 
up to a particular level to preserve a motor-rate structure or vrce versa." 
Continuing, the Senate Report stated that "it anticipated that the broad 
ciTec.:t of the mncndment would be to encourage competition between the 
difkrcnt mmks to the benefit of the shipping public, and that it would 
produce consi~tcncy in the interpretation of the national transportation 
poli(.'y." 

A rccc.:nt R~.·pnrt t <'f the U.S. Department of Commerce has strongly 
criticised the t'Xisting r;~tc regulatory policy. It has recommended that Gov
ernment regulation should place the carriers in a position to compete fairly 
with ~.·ach oth~.· r. Since rates arc a crucial factor in the competitive struggle. 
chang~.·s should be slow. Broad and general revisions reflecting the underly
ing co~t relationships arc to be preferred to sporadic and selective rate cutting 
al.'liviti~.·s. The improved methods of cost analysis will enable the regulatory 
il!!l.'ncil.·s to set ma ximum and minimum criteria rather than specific udailcd 
ratc.·s. und the carriers will have the normal managerial initiative of other 
American ~nterpriscs. · 

-- ----------- -----
•section. ~!In( .1) of the Transportatio,n Act, 1')58 provides: "In a proc~eding involvi~g 
~-,,m,~ltll\\n l~ctw~-cn carnl!rs _of d1tlcrent mod~-s of tra nsportation subject to this Ac t, 
the l omm1s~l\\n. m dct~rmuung ":her her a nlte is lower than a reasonable minimum 
mtc. slmll ~·~m~1der tl~c tucts and cm:umstanccs a ttending the movement of the trallic 
by the earner or cnrncn; to wlm:h the rate is applicable. Rates of a carrier shall not be 
h~ld up 111 part1culn~ level to pro~c:~:t .the trallic of any other mode of transportation, 
!liVl"l~ dttl' Cllnsuicratc,,n to the ObJe\.'11\'I.'S of the national transportation poli ·v d ·clared 
1n th1s Act." ~- ~ 

tfc:dcml Tmnsr\orhllk'n p,1tk:y and Program (1960). 
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The main drawbacks of the existing rate practices, according to John 
Doyle* are the following : 

(a) Rates presently fail to adequately reflect the costs of producing 
~;ervicc. As a result ; 

' (i) rate policy fails to promote maximum efficiency in the us~ 
of existing transportation facilities; 

(ii) rate policy tends to produce an uneconomic distribution of 
traffic and it handicaps common carriers. 

(b) The second major drawback of existing rate practices consists 
of the opportunities which may exist for predatory rate-making 
which threatens the maintenance of sound diversified transporta
tion system by placing in jeopardy carriers that have an econo
mica11y justifiable role. The danger of unfair competitive rate 
making is increased by the fact that present pricing policy sanc
tions selective rate-making. This means that a rail carrier can 
introduce a low rate into one area which rate does not apply 
to other areas. It has enabled rail carriers to engage in types of 
competitive rate making which have properly been characterised 
as unfair competition. 

(c) The third drawback of the existing rate policy is that it docs not 
tend to encourage use of efficient new transportation techniques. 
This is particularly true of integrated transportation service bet
ween the modes including such techniques as containerisation 
and piggy-back. 

President Kennedy in his Transportation Message to the U.S. Congress 
in April, 1962, referred to the question of rate regulation of various trans
port carriers. He observed that : 

"some carriers are subject to rate reguJation on the transportation 
of particular commodities while other carriers, competing for th~ 
same traffic, are exempt. Some carriers benefit from public faciltti~s 
provided for their use, while others do not; and of those enjoying the 
use of public facilities, some bear a large part of the cost, while 
others bear little or none." 

He has, therefore, asked the Congress to do away with minimum rate regula
tion on bulk and agricultural commodities and on passenger fares. The 
exemption would apply to all carriers subject to regulation by the Inter-Stat.: 
Commerce Commission. The purpose of this exemption is to equalise com
petitive opportunities between carriers of different modes of transportation 
and to permit the forces of competition to replace cumbersome regulation 
for these commodities. At present the transportation of bidk commodities 
by water carriers is exempt from all rate regulation under the lnterstat~ 
Commerce Act, including the approval of minimum rates; but this exemption 

• Report of the Special Study Group on Transportation Policies in the United States 
of America (1961). · 
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js denied. to all other modes of transportation. Extending to such other car
riers the exemption from the approval or prescription of minimum rates 
would. correct this inequity. . · 

Similarly,· the. exemption from minimum rate regulation for the tnms
portation of c~rtain agricultural and fishery products (specified in section 
203(b) of the Interstate Commerce Act) now available only to motor carriers 
and freight forwarders would be extended under this section to all carriers 
subject to_ the Interstate Commerce Act. The purpose of this amendment, 
like the exemption from minimum rate regulation for bulk commodities, is to 
reduce drastically a~d equalise fairly the regulation of freight rates in the 
country. Freed to exercise normal. managerial initiative, carriers will be 
able to rationalize their operations and reduce costs; and shippers should 
consequently enjoy a wider choice, improved service and lower rates. 

To prevent the absence of minimum rate regulation under the above pro
posals from resulting in predatory, discriminatory trade practices or rate 
wars refiectmg monopolistic ambitions rather than true efficiency, there is 
included a provision making carriers who engage in such practices subject 
to relevant 'anti-trust' laws. 

President Kennedy has resubmitted to the U.S. Congress on 5th March, 
1963 drafts of two major Bills, designed to implement proposals made in his 
transportation message of April, 1962 on which no conclusive action was 
taken by the 87th Congress. The President has observed thus : 

"In my message to the Congress last year, I pointed out that the 
basic objective of our transportation system must be to assure the 
availability of fast, safe and economical transportation, services need
ed in a growing and changing economy to move people and goods, 
without. waste or discrimination, in response to private' and public 
demands, at the lowest cost consistent with health, convenience;· and 
national security. In that message I recommended a number· of 
legislative steps to accomplish this purpose. 
"If action is not taken to establish a transportation policy consistent 
·with· the new _demands upon the economy, we face serious problems 

· of dislocation and- 'deterioration in both the ·transportation industry 
and the economiclife.of the nation which it affects. I urge that action 
be taken to establish such a policy. 
~'Our objectives ·must be achieved, prim!ll'ily,- by continued reliance 

. on unsubsidised, privately owned facilities, operating '\Illder the in
centives of private profit and the checks of cqmpetiti0n insof~. as this 
is practicable. The law should provide a consistent and comprehen" 
sive framework of equal competitive opportunity that wi!J achieve this 
obje<;tive. at the lowest economic .and social cost of the.nation .. 
. "The~e must be equality of opportunity for all modes and_ for all 

: pas~engers and . shippers, without. any . special preferences, There 
, sh!Juld be . maximull!- relja~ . !ln the for~s of competition _consistent 

. with . a continuing need for protection against. destructive competition 
·-between forms of transportation or between. co~peting, Ca.rriers· .. ·: . " 
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ARGENTINA* 
In December 1959, the Government of Argentina requested the U:N: 

Special Fund for assistance in making a survey of the country's transportation 
system "for the purp9se of ·coordinating plans for development and improve• 
ment and assigning priorities to the investments which will necessarily have 
to be made .... " The International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
mellt served as Executive Agency. The long tenil. studies' conducted ·by the 
Tninsport Planning Group, which comprised the representatives· of the 
Argentine Goven_:~ment, the U.N. Special Fund and the World Bank, :related 
to integrated tr~nsportation plan including the investments, organisational 
and institutional improvement;,, <1nd policies concerning regulation, rates and 
tariffs, labour and other meas11tes needed for an effective plan. The Minister 
of Public Works and.Services served ex-officio as.Chairman ofthe Planning 
Group. 

The freight rates structure· of the Argentine Railways possesses the 
characteristics that have traditionally characterised railway rate structures 
in other countries, namely £- · · 

1. A system of classifying freight into a linlited number of groups or 
classes for rate-U)aking purposes; 

2. Recognition of both cost-of-service factors, and value-of-setvice; or 
demand factors in determining the class to which an article· is 
assigned; 

3. Use of distance scales of rates for the various classes of freight with 
some degree of tapering of the rates, that is, with rates, ilicreasing 
less rapidly than distance; and 

4. The use of "special rat~s" for traffic movements for which the rates 
.determined by the classification and basic scales do not -see!ll appro
priate. 

The basic tariffs ·are ·characterized by · rates that increase with' distance, 
but which exhibit the tapering principle to a limited extent. The new scales 
taper somewhat less than the old scales. Althougq 'the initial rates are 
higher, the rates increase less rapidly with distance;' for the shorter distances 
than the previous scales, but increase more rapidly. than the old· scales for 
the longer distances. The result is to give the rate lines· less of a taper than 
the ones which they have replaced. 

A uniform level of basic rates· is maintained by the Argentine Railways. 
Many of the special tariffs, likewise apply on all the railways· and· are on· a 
uniform basis~ The transportation costs differ on different lines of railway 
and in different areas. Part of the difference in costs is to be ·explained by 
differences in traffic density, and part by"'differences iii dptmiting·.-i:onditions 
encountered .. - Since- unit costs of .. ~ail way transport· decline with increasing 
density, particularly when the absolute density -is low, -a rate level that is 

• The- M8CJ1tine Railways are stat~wned .. , 
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adequate for heavy-density lines is ·quite.:inade.quate for lines of light density. 
~ot :<>nly. is there a wi~ .variation in trajfic density on Argen~iJ!~ _R,aj!~ays 
~i!(the~~ ~s -~'great y_ar~ety ·in o~e!~ti~g-;eo~~itio~~ ;llr,islng largely fr~m- th!: 
~~.;~r~ctei-istiss of. the. t~;rrain, ,o\'er whi~h ·they . o_pera~e. 

Th.e .demand fo~ uniformity. of. rate levels stems from a . desire to ·give 
"\!uality ·. of opportunity for .economic·.development of all areas .. When 
lllitupil.obstacles ·impose.higher .transport costs o_n some areas than on-others, 
the equalization. of rate 'levels constitutes a subsidy to such areas at the 
expense of the shipping public generally. : This• spreading of transport costs 
over the ~hole shipping public finds- its justification in political or social 
-Considerations, or in terms of broad national economic policy.'!' In -view of 
the fact that Argentina has chosen to establish a uniform level of rates, and 
~ecause'there is a: recognized need for. the decentralization of the population 
and the development of the interior of the country, the Transport Planning 
~~oup is of the opinion that Argentina n~ed not abandon its present policy 
-~~ ~~ifo!'IllitY in the r.ate _lev_eL Mapy railway ljnes on wh\ch operavug costs 
are higher than the average are undoubtedly lines which an~ important tq the 
·development of the areas Which they serve. The imposition of highe~ rates 
.On such .iines oould handicap' their 'dev~lopment. . "I'f; however, a rate System 
can be devised which imposes higher rates oh such lines but which makes 
11ppropriate'-exceptions on traffic that is important for .the:econpmic .develop
ment .of.the . .area,.the .ma:in.objection _tci uniformity would be overcome. The 
attainment of somewhat greater revenue in the high cost arel!s .. would be 
-jl~hieved, ,Yet, the_ eco~oD.~i~_development of the areas. woul4,not be pindered 
P.y the higher rates .. The r~adjustment of rates generally in conformity with 
ihis plan'woiild' be extremely difficult:;, ' . . . . . . 

. Jt )!\> ,/:1.9~~ver, ~vidtlnt ~hat ·the information :required for so)lnd rate 
.JWlking _ _p,9)icyjs not .easily .qJ?ta.inable,, ... ~~.ln f;!ct, sollje of .it in . the very 
natUre of things is impossible to obtain precisely. Rate-making )s a matter 
:<>.i illdgn).ent ~o :J.. consid.erable <ll'gree, .and .trial-and~error methods 'must be 
t-~· . .. } ·-·. -~-~. - • .. . .• .. . ~-- .•• -· ,,, ' - .. - ·.• .. 

utilized to correct errors .of judgment that. will inevitably be made. Never, 
iheiess, the ~~ge within .which reliance nni~t be' piaced 0~ judgment'cim be 
.COnsiderably nai:roW'ed;~ . . . . . .. . . . . . . ' . . ' .• ' 
G~···-~. • . . ... -

The Transport Plannmg uroup nave suggesreo. mat :two areas Qt enquiry 
must obviously be recognised if ratecmaking-js to proceed ·on sound lines. 
The first of these is in the area of costs .. · The railways need to· do much 
\n ~)lis:~ea,.elllPI9ying ~xpert,s who a~e fam.iliar with, or can become familiar 
with, the wor)cin r:J,ilway :Co!lt finding in other .counqie~. In this co~ection, 
\4~. Group have ob.servfld ,t)1at the average cost of _JijOvjng aU traffic. is of 
~r;l.(;t!cally no significance in rate-J;I).aking .. · ~t is the ·cos.t of mo.ving particull!r 
~QIDIIloditjes, or :the cost 9f ._paqicular fr.tlight movements that often -needs· 'to 

!_ :_ *· It was on the basis· of a 1iroail pllblidntei'est 1n suPPorting a railway transport system 
, : .. ; , t)lat wa!; adequate for the. coui)Ctcy_ as. a· w)!O)e. that·the Supreme· Court of ~h~. u11ued 

States upheld, as not unreasonable, higher rates on stronger railroad than Were neces .. 
sary to support them; but which were based on the needs of all the lines in the ,rejlion. 
(Dayton·Goose Creek Ry. Co. V. Unitea States;•26Ji U.S: 456', 480; !924). • 
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be- obtained, and'lhis.-'is: often- a 'difficult"' operation-.· If should''also be 
apparent th'at detem:iiriation of long-n\n vilriable costs' is of prlme' fuiportance 
in rate-making. The railways need to kn'ow more about the l:legree to which 
their· costs may be expected to· vary with'change~ in.traffic volume. In llther 
words, they need to know_ the.· extent-to which, runder prevailing conditions, 
th~ir costs are variable and.the extent_ to which they are more or _less constant 
regard.Iess of changes .. m.:tr~ffic vol!lm~. 

) ~ " .......... . 
A second field in which more information is needed .-re1ates--ta the nature 

of the demand for transport .services. Rate"making authorities need to be 
fully cognizant of the limit!ltions imposed by 'what the traffic will)~~ai' con
siderations. Obviously, rates that will not move. traffic bring no .revenue 
to the railway, while rates that wilf permit traffic to move in_ s,u_bstantial 
volume are profitable to the carrier provided variable i:osts 'are covered and 
some contribution is made tcdixed costs. In order· to- h-ave thlti;nJml.a
tion; the rate-making officials need to have close contaet with ·shippers of 
freight. They need to know as much as ·it is possible to know about the 
effect that changes in rates, up or down, wili have on the industries whose 
raw materials and whose products ·they carry. In this connection the Report 
has drawn· attention to the Market Research· Office of the Dutch Railways, 
the function of which is to become fully informed of the transportation re
q·uirements of the various commodities shipped imd of the needs and wishes of 
shippers. 

In addition to these areas in which the railways should be better inform•. 
ed, there is another need if rate-making is to be carried on effectively. Rail
way officials should have a genuine interest m the needs of their patrons, and 
they should recognise that railways exist to serve the requirements of the 
people and communities on their. lines and the needs of the areas in whicjl 
they operate. It is easy for officials of government-owned railways td liec<ime 
indifferent to these needs. "It sometimes happens of privately-owned rail
ways also, but self-interest often compels them to heed the de.sires. and 
demands of the producing interests of the areas they serve, This force does 
not operate as strongly when the railways are a state enterprise. But the 
fact that they are a state enterprise is itself a recognition that their function is 
to serve the interests of the citizenry." 

To implement efforts to obtain knowledge of shipper needs and to induce 
responsiveness thereto, the railways should consider what organizational set
up would be most appropriate to attain this objective. Such an organization, 
however, should not become an instrument for handing out special favours or 
concessions to the detriment of other shippers. 

The following specific recommendations have been made by the Plan
ning Group with respect to the rate structure : 

1. The railways should recognize that the former practice_ of charging 
high rates on valuable commodities has been rendered largely impos
sible by the development of highway competition. Re.congnition of 
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-this fact is. se_en in the recently revised rate system; but the railways 
shol!ld be continually on the alert to make further modifications of 
their rates to prevent the diversion of such traffic . 

. 2 . .Rates on low-rated commodities should be scrutinized to eliminate 
any rates that fail to cover long-run variable costs: 

3. ;Rates on particular commodities should _be continuously re-examined 
. to determine whether these commodities are making as large a contri
bution to fixed Costs lis can reasonably be expected. 

4. Tile practice of tieing special tariffs to basic distance scales results 
in undesirable inflexibility in the ratecstructure, and prevents the rail
ways from reflecting both costs of service and demand factors in rates 
for particular movements. 

5. To implement more effective rate-making the railways should employ 
experts who are or can become familiar with the work in railway cost. 
determination that has been carried on in other countries, and who 
can employ these techniques to cost finding on the Argentine Rail
ways. The railways should also become more fully aware of factors 
affecting the demand for transport, the needs of shippers, and the 
effect of rates on ·the movement of traffic, and should develop an 
understanding of the transport needs of the various economic inte
rests of the Nation. 

NoTE :-The Transport Planning Group submitted its Report to the Government of Argen 
. tina in early 1962. The recommendations made in the Report have yet to be 

accepted by the Government. . . 
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